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Chapter 1 

Introduction – Puring out of the Holy Spirit 

With the birth of the Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements in the twentieth century and 

their amazing growth in recent years has come a new interest in the Bible's teaching and the 

church's doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Unquestionably, God is pouring out the Holy Spirit and 

bringing more people than ever before in history into the Kingdom. God decided before the 

foundation of the world that He would not let the death of His Son, Jesus Christ, be in vain. 

From the beginning, God sovereignly planned that these end times-before the return of 

Christ-would be times filled with an overwhelming deluge of His Holy Spirit, calling people 

to His side from the four corners of the Earth. More than ever, it seems critically important 

for God's people to have a vibrant, personal relationship with the Holy Spirit 

This is the way it was with the disciples of our Lord as well. In John’s Gospel, as the time of 

our Lord’s death draws near, He seeks to prepare them for the future. The Upper Room 

Discourse contains a significant portion of our Lord’s preparatory teaching. As we read the 

things which Jesus told His disciples, it all makes sense to us. Of course, He was speaking of 

His crucifixion, death, resurrection, and return to the Father in heaven. But what is clear to us 

in retrospect was not at all clear to the disciples in prospect. They were confused and greatly 

distraught by Jesus’ words. They did not understand what He was talking about, and what 

they thought they understood, they did not like.  

What a change a few days will make! Once the disciples see Jesus, raised from the dead, their 

sorrow turns to joy. When the Holy Spirit comes, our Lord’s teaching will seem obvious, and 

when compared to the events which will have occurred by then, they will see that Jesus 

foretold and fulfilled all this precisely. We must recall that when John writes this Gospel, he 

writes in retrospect, looking back on the events he is describing with understanding. But 

within the timeframe that John is writing about, the disciples are in a complete fog. They do 

not understand what is happening, or what Jesus is saying. And what they think they do 

understand, they don’t. What they think and say they grasp, they do not like.  
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Lest we suppose we are dealing only with matters of history, let me remind you that in many 

ways, our circumstances today are very similar to those of the disciples so many years ago. 

They were concerned with our Lord’s departure, as He had spoken of it to them. We are 

concerned about our Lord’s return, as He has described it as well, in His Word. Much of what 

our Lord has said of His return is unclear to us, just as much of what He said to them of His 

departure was unclear. Even with the Holy Spirit’s presence, our understanding of spiritual 

things is partial and imperfect: “For now we see in a mirror indirectly, but then we will see 

face to face. Now I know in part, then I will know fully, just as I have been fully known” (1 

Corinthians 13:12). 

I would say this is particularly true of “things to come”: “Dear friends, we are God’s children 

now, and what we will be has not yet been revealed. But we know that whenever it is 

revealed we will be like him, because we will see him just as he is” (1 John 3:2). 

Just as Old Testament saints awaited the coming of the Messiah and the disciples looked 

forward to the departure of our Lord, so we wait for His final return and the consummation of 

all things. Our Lord’s words of instruction and comfort to His disciples apply to us on at least 

two levels. First, they speak of blessings which are future for the disciples, but which are 

present for us. Second, they instruct us how and why we should live in the present, in light of 

the certainty that His purposes and promises will be fulfilled. Therefore, let us heed the 

Lord’s words in our text, knowing that they are as important to us as they were to those men, 

so many years ago. 

The Function Of The Holy Spirit 

  

The Spirit Strives Gen 6:3 =Ground Breaking “Conviction and Conscience” Genesis 6:3 And 

the LORD said, "My Spirit shall not strive with man forever, for he is indeed flesh; yet his 

days shall be one hundred and twenty years." (NKJV) 

  

The Spirit Saves Titus 3:5 all three involved Isaiah 45:22 Father... “Seven Facets of 

Salvation” Titus 3:5not by works of righteousness which we have done, but according to His 

mercy He saved us, through the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit, 

(NKJV) 

  

The Spirit Sanctifies [setting apart] I Peter 1:2 steps: Position, Practice, Perfection “Habits of 

Holy Living” Peter 1:2elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, in 
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sanctification of the Spirit, for obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ:    Grace 

to you and peace be multiplied. (NKJV) 

  

The Spirit Seals Ephesians 1 trace thru; Father sealed Son [1/4/95we] “Security in the Spirit” 

  

The Spirit Strengthens Ephesians 3:16 “Being Strong in the Spirit” Ephesians 3:16 that He 

would grant you, according to the riches of His glory, to be strengthened with might through 

His Spirit in the inner man, (NKJV) 

  

The Spirit Searches I Cor 2 built in Bible teacher “The Built in Bible Teacher” 

  

The Spirit Speaks I Timothy 4:1 prophetic ministry “The Future Laid out” I Timothy 4:1 

Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith, giving heed 

to deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons, (NKJV) 

 THE GRACE OF GOD 

  

Hebrews 4:16 Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may obtain 

mercy, and find grace to help in time of need. (KJV) 

  

Saving Grace Eph 2:8-9; Titus 2:11-13 Have you lost your assurance? God cares! You need 

to come and get a fresh drink at the Throne of Grace! 

  

Standing Grace Rom 5:1-2 Have you lost your footing? God cares! You need to come and get 

a fresh drink at the Throne of Grace! 

  

Singing Grace Col 3:16 Have you lost your song? God cares! You need to come and get a 

fresh drink at the Throne of Grace! 

  

Speaking Grace Col 4:6 Have you lost control of your tongue? God cares! You need to come 

and get a fresh drink at the Throne of Grace! “Be careful for the words you say, keep them 

soft and sweet, the time will come, you never know from day to day, which ones you’ll have 

to eat!” 

  

Sufficient Grace II Cor 12:9 Have you lost your Hope? Not healing as you wanted to? God 

cares! You need to come and get a fresh drink at the Throne of Grace! 

 THE HOLY SPIRIT IN THE BIBLE 

Mentioned perhaps eighty times in the Old Testament, the Spirit is revealed in many ways. He 

hovers over creation as a hen mothers her eggs (Genesis 1:2). The Spirit contends with the sinful 

creation (6:3), empowers God's chosen leaders (Numbers 11:17), and speaks to the prophets (2 

Samuel 23:2). The Spirit can be angered (Micah 2:7), rebelled against (Psalm 106:33), and 

grieved (Isaiah 63:10). 

 References to the Holy Spirit appear at least fifty times in the gospels, nearly sixty in Acts, and 

more than one hundred times in the rest of the New Testament. The Holy Spirit attends the birth 

of Jesus, causing His very conception in Mary (Matthew 1:18, 20), and empowers John the 

Baptist from childhood (Luke 1:15). He leads Jesus into His desert sojourn (Mark 1:12). He is the 
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agent by whom Jesus baptizes believers into His church (Matthew 3:11; 1 Corinthians 12:13) and 

by whom He casts out evil spirits (Matthew 12:28). He is the possession of all who are in Christ 

(Romans 8:9), the down payment of our ultimate redemption (Ephesians 1:13). Scripture also 

reveals that the Spirit can be betrayed (Mark 3:19), lied to and tested (Acts 5:3, 9), resisted (Acts 

7:51), grieved (Ephesians 4:30), and quenched (1 Thessalonians 5:19). 

Importance of Spiritual Gifts 

 The believer's sanctification, spiritual understanding, assurance, service, prayer, and worship all 

spring from the work of the indwelling Spirit. A proper understanding of the doctrine of the work 

of the Holy Spirit in the believer will do much to unlock the possibilities for spiritual blessing and 

usefulness, and it is, accordingly, the duty of those who teach and preach to give careful attention 

to its study and proclamation. The nature of the gifts of the Holy Spirit must be determined from 

the Scriptures. spiritual gifts which clearly abide throughout the Christian dispensation must be 

examined and analyzed. spiritual gifts as found in the apostolic age must be studied to determine 

whether, indeed, they are included in the program of God after the apostolic age. 

 General Characteristics of Spiritual Gifts 

 Something of the nature of spiritual gifts is revealed in the various words used in the New 

Testament to express the idea. 1 Corinthians 12-14. the subject is introduced by the word 

pneumatikon, which with the article indicates the things of the Spirit, i.e., spiritual gifts. The 

word directs attention to the source, the Holy Spirit, and the realm of these gifts. a gift of grace. 

The "extraordinary powers, distinguishing certain Christians and enabling them to serve the 

church of Christ, the reception of which is due to the power of divine grace operating in their 

souls by the Holy Spirit." They are bestowed in grace, are entirely undeserved, and their power 

and operation is due to God alone.  

The whole idea of spiritual gifts necessitates a supernatural work of God quite distinct from any 

natural powers of man, or even from any spiritual qualities which are universal among the saved. 

Spiritual gifts by their nature are individual and come from God. Spiritual gifts has reference to 

the supernatural powers possessed by individuals, while gifted men has reference to the sovereign 

placing of gifted men in the church for the purpose of ministering to the body. The sphere of 

spiritual gifts is peculiarly a doctrine of the Holy Spirit. The principal word for spiritual gifts, 

charisma, is found frequently in the New Testament (Rom. 1:11; 1 Cor. 1:7; 2 Cor. 1:11; 2 Tim. 

1:6. There is no warrant to believe that anyone has power to impart spiritual gifts except God in 

postapostolic times. 

Chapter 2 

Distinctive Attributes of Spiritual Gifts 

  

Spiritual gifts sovereignly bestowed. Spiritual gifts are revealed to be given sovereignly by 

God, and as such, they are not properly the objects of men's seeking. Because their bestowal 

is sovereign, it follows that it is not a question of spirituality. (1 Cor. 12:11) Proper 

adjustment in the spiritual life of the believer is essential to proper exercise of his gifts, but 

spirituality in itself does not bring spiritual gifts. In both the natural and spiritual spheres, it is 
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a matter of proper use and development of gifts rather than any additional gifts being 

bestowed. 

  

Every Christian has some spiritual gifts. (1 Cor. 12:7; 1 Cor. 12:11; 1 Cor. 12:27). However 

small the gift, or insignificant the place, every Christian is essential to the body of Christ. 

There is divine purpose in the life of every Christian, and spiritual gifts are in keeping with 

that purpose. It is the challenge of the Scriptures on this subject (cf. 1 Pet. 4:10) that every 

Christian fulfill the ministry for which he has been equipped by God. 

  

Gifts differ in value. While there is equality of privilege in Christian faith, there is not 

equality of gift. 1 Corinthians 12:28. In the nature of the various gifts, some are more 

effective and essential than others. 

  

Spiritual gifts to be used in love. Spiritual gifts in themselves do not make great Christians. 

Their use in the proper way motivated by divine love, which is the fruit of the Spirit, is 

effective and bears fruit to the glory of God. 

  

Some gifts temporary. It is clear that the great body of Bible-loving Christians does not have 

all the spiritual gifts manifested in its midst as did the early apostolic church. On the other 

hand, certain gifts clearly characterize the entire present dispensation. 

  

Contrast of spiritual and natural gifts. While God may choose men of natural ability, it is 

clear that spiritual gifts pertain to the spiritual birth of Christians rather than their natural 

birth. The qualities of the spiritual gifts are not evident in the individual before his salvation. 

The spiritual gifts pertain to his new nature rather than his old.  

 

Spiritual gifts must not be regarded, then, as an enlargement of natural powers, but a 

supernatural gift bestowed in keeping with the purpose of God in placing that individual in 

the body of Christ. It may be frequently observed that individuals with little natural talent are 

often used mightily of God when those with great natural talent, though saved, are never 

similarly used. The spiritual gift is not, then a demonstration of what man can do even under 

favorable circumstances, but rather it reveals what God can bestow in grace. Certain gifts are 

clearly the possession of the church today as exhibited in their exercise in gifted men 

throughout the present dispensation. 

  

"But unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ" (Eph. 

4:7). By grace Christ has given the believer certain gifts -- certain divine enablements. Not 

one Christian is excluded. We don't desire it, we can't earn it, but these gifts of Christ are 

measured out individually and uniquely for every Christian. But the design of the gift is to 

manifest His character. He gives us an aspect of His character. Spiritual gifts are vital. If the 

purpose of the body of Christ is to honor Christ, it will only occur when we are a complete, 

functional, maximized body -- ministering the gifts that the Spirit of God has so graciously 

given to believers.       

 Apostleship (Eph. 4:11; 1 Cor. 12:28) 

 In the specialized sense of the gift of apostleship it refers to the Twelve. They were the leaders 

who laid the foundation of the church and they were accredited by special signs (Eph. 2:20). 

Since this was a gift that belonged to the earliest period of the history of the church when her 

foundation was being laid, the need for the gift has ceased and apparently the giving of it has too. 
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Prophecy (Rom. 12:6; 1 Cor. 12:10; 14:1-40; Eph. 4:11) 

 In a general sense it means to preach; thus, generally speaking, preaching is prophesying, and the 

preacher is a prophet in that he speaks the message from God. But the gift of prophecy included 

receiving a message directly from God through special revelation, being guided in declaring it to 

the people, and having it authenticated in some way by God Himself. This too was a gift limited 

in its need and use, for it was needed during the writing of the New Testament and its usefulness 

ceased when the books were completed. 

 (Romans 12:6; 1 Cor. 12:10) The Greek word for prophecy is propheteia, from the verb 

propheteuo. It is a basic word coming from pro = "before", and phemi = "to speak". It means "to 

speak before." It does not mean "to speak before" in terms of time, but "to speak before" in terms 

of an audience (i.e., "to speak in public, to publicly proclaim"). That is the gift of prophecy. It is 

not necessarily revelatory (i.e., revelation direct from God), or nonrevelatory (i.e., proclaiming 

something God already revealed in the past). It is simply a communicative gift. 

 Now, what is the gift of prophecy? It is the ability given by the Spirit of God to a person to 

proclaim God's truth to others. First Corinthians 14:3 says "But he that prophesieth speaketh unto 

men . . . . " There, in very simple terms, is a definition of the gift: He speaks unto men God's 

word. I wish that the Bible translated the word prophecy "proclaiming." It is the gift of 

proclaiming, the gift of speaking before men. 

  Miracles (1 Cor. 12:28) and Healing (1 Cor. 12:9,28,30) 

 This is the ability to perform special signs. (Acts 19:11-12) The gift of healing seems to be a 

specific category within the larger gift of miracles. Distinction should be made between miracles 

and healings and the gifts of miracles and healing. The spiritual gift is the God-given ability to 

perform miracles and healings for the purpose of serving Him. A miracle or a healing may be 

done apart from the exercise of the gifts. Thus every miracle or every healing is not the result of 

the respective gift being exercised. gifts of miracles and healings temporary. He is simply saying 

that the gifts are no longer given because the particular purpose for which they were originally 

given (i.e., to authenticate the oral message) has ceased to exist. If the giving of these particular 

gifts was limited to the early church, in what light is one to regard the question of healing today? 

It is obviously not the will of God to heal everybody. Miracles and healing must not be equated 

with supernaturalism in general. God does not have to use His supernatural power to prove that 

He possess it. Furthermore, any gift given once has been given to the whole church. God more 

often than not uses human means in the accomplishing of His purposes. This is true in matters of 

health too. Reports of miraculous healings (within the limitations already stated) may be true (but 

this is not necessarily related to the gift), may be false, may be the cure of something that was 

psychosomatic. 

 Tongues (1 Cor. 12:10) 

 Tongues are the God-given ability to speak in another language. In the book of Acts clearly to be 

foreign languages. There is no doubt that this was true at Pentecost, for the people heard in their 

native tongues; and it seemed to be the same kind of foreign languages that were spoken in the 

house of Cornelius (for Peter says that his was the same thing that occurred at Pentecost, Acts 

10:46; 11:15). The gift of interpretation is a corollary gift to the gift of tongues. If the need for the 

sign ceased, then of course the gift would no longer need to be given. Everything indicates that 

the need for the gift has ceased with the production of the written Word. It is usually fruitless to 

discuss the experiences people have; one can only measure all experience by the written Word. 
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Also, one should remember that the fruit of the Spirit does not include tongues, and 

Christlikeness does not require speaking in tongues, for Christ never did. 

  Evangelism (Eph 4:11) Phillip - church planter 

The meaning of the gift of evangelism involves two ideas -- the kind of message preached (i.e., 

the good news of salvation) and the places where it is preached (i.e., in various places). 

 The gift of evangelism. This gift has reference to effective preaching of the gospel message to 

the unsaved, and as such it is to be compared to the teaching gift which gives instruction to the 

saved. In some cases, men have possessed both the gift of teaching and of evangelism, as 

illustrated in the person of the Apostle Paul. 2 Tim. 4:5. It is the sovereign purpose of God that 

certain men should have a special gift in evangelism. 

 Pastor (Eph. 4:11) 

 The word "pastor" means to shepherd; therefore, the gift of pastor involves leading, providing 

and caring for, and protecting the portion of the flock of God committed to one's care. 

 The gift of being a pastor -- the general care of the Christian flock is the work of a pastor, and to 

this end some receive the gift of being a pastor (Eph. 4:11). It compares to the work of a shepherd 

caring for his sheep, the word pastors being the translation of poimenas, a word meaning literally, 

shepherds. A pastor is one who leads, provides, protects, and cares for his flock. in the spiritual 

reality a pastor needs a supernatural gift to be to his flock all that a pastor should. While it is not 

necessary for a teacher to have all the qualities of a pastor, it is vital to the work of a true pastor 

that he teach his flock. It is obvious that a shepherd who did not feed his flock would not be 

worthy of the name. The first duty of a pastor is to feed his flock on the Word of God. the true 

pastor gives himself to preaching the Word. 

 Ministering (Rom. 12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28; Eph. 4:12) 

 Ministering means serving. The gift of ministering is the gift of helping or serving in the 

broadest sense of the word. In the Romans passage it is called the gift of ministering; in 1 

Corinthians, the gift of helps. 

 The gift of ministering or helping (Rom 12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28). All Christians are able to minister 

and help. A gift sovereignly bestowed according to each individual's place in the body of Christ. 

The distinctions within the gift are many, different individuals being able to minister in different 

ways, thereby retaining a peculiar quality to the gift according to the purpose of God in its 

bestowal. The task of the church would be impossible apart from the gift and its exercise, 

however greatly endowed might be its leaders. 

  Teaching (Rom. 12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28; Eph. 4:11) 

Teaching is the God-given ability to explain the harmony and the detail of God's revelation. It is 

more obvious in the case of the gift of teaching that this is a gift that can be developed and must 

be trained. 

The gift of teaching is mentioned specifically a number of times in the New Testament (Rom. 

12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28; Eph. 4:11), and it must be considered as one of the major gifts. The teaching 

gift consisted in a supernatural ability to explain and apply the truths which had been already 
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received by the church. The teaching gift does not claim any superior knowledge of the truth 

necessarily, and is distinct from the prophetic gift, in which the prophet speaks as the mouthpiece 

of God. The gift of teaching concerns the explanation and application of the truth rather than the 

method by which the truth was originally received. The gift of teaching is exclusively that of 

teaching the Word of God by means of divinely wrought ability. 

 Romans 12:7 says, "Or ministry, let us wait on our ministering; or he that teacheth, on (the) 

teaching." Again, the definite article is present in the Greek. In other words, whatever you teach, 

let it be consistent with the teaching of the Word. The gift of teaching is the ability, in the Holy 

Spirit, to pass on truth to someone else. Prophecy is proclaiming Christ to an audience; teaching 

is passing on truth to someone else so that they receive it and implement it. It is a communicative 

ability. The gift of teaching is a systematic training program to take a person from one point to 

another. It is the ability to pass on truth in a systematic progression so that someone receives it, 

implements it, and a change of behavior takes place. In fact, it is a gift that belongs to a lot more 

of us than we realize. 

 Faith (1 Cor. 12:8-10) 

 Faith is the God-given ability to believe God's power to supply specific need. Not everyone has 

been given the gift of faith. Everyone may believe God, but this cannot be the same as possessing 

the gift of faith -- otherwise there would be no significance to its being listed as a separate 

spiritual gift. 

 The gift of faith -- Faith seems to be in a different category, however, and probably refers to the 

fact that some Christians have outstanding qualities of faith. As a gift, faith is a blessing bestowed 

upon some Christians, not all, though all Christians have some faith in God. It is manifested in 

confidence in God in respect to His power and love working in the details of their lives, 

supplying their needs and guiding their steps. 

 Faith (1 Cor. 12:9) It is a supernatural capacity for believing God. Obstacles are only challenges 

to someone with this gift -- they believe what is beyond the visible. This is a special gift, limited 

to certain Christians, that involves an intensive ability to trust God -- an unusual capacity to 

believe God in the face of a storm, in the face of enormous obstacles. This kind of faith supports 

and undergirds all of us, because all of the gifts edify others. This kind of faith is the power to lay 

hold of God's promises for the benefit of everybody. Throughout the history of the church, there 

have been thousands of saints who believed God in the face of terrible fear and death, yet who 

strengthen those around them. Today, there are people with this gift who don't see the obstacles, 

they just believe God. 

 Exhortation (Rom. 12:8) 

Exhorting involves encouraging, comforting and admonishing people. Teaching may or may not 

involve exhortation, and contrariwise exhortation may or may not involve teaching. 

The gift of exhortation -- exhortation is the practical aspect of a preaching ministry. Some are 

given special gift in this work, enabling them to lead Christians into the active realization of the 

will of God. The idea of encouragement, comfort, admonishment, and entreaty. All of these form 

vital aspects of the preaching ministry which ensue as a manifestation of the spiritual gift of 

exhortation. 
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 What is exhortation? The Greek word is parakaleo. Parakletos is "comforter." The word means 

"to comfort, help, advise, or strengthen." It is the gift of strengthening. God has given some 

people to the body whose job is not necessarily to proclaim, or to dig out the facts, or to figure 

out the principles and apply them in wisdom, or to systematically teach. It is simply to strengthen 

people. They encourage you, they help, they advise, they strengthen. It is the ability to provide 

comfort, courage, help, and strength to someone who needs it. It is the ability to get alongside 

someone who has a problem, and build them, encourage them, strengthen them, and bear their 

load. 

 I want you to notice a beautiful progression in these gifts. This is how God ministers to His 

body: Prophecy proclaims the truth. Knowledge clarifies the truth. Wisdom applies the truth. 

Teaching imparts the truth to someone else. And exhortation demands that it be obeyed. All of 

them come together as we minister to each other so that the body might be built up. 

Discerning Spirits (1 Cor. 12:10) 

 Discerning spirits is the ability to distinguish between true and false sources of supernatural 

revelation when it was being given in oral form. It was a very necessary gift before the Word was 

written, for there were those who claimed to bring revelation from God who were not true 

prophets. 

 The Greek root for discern, diakrino, means "to judge through, to see through to the truth, to 

truly evaluate something." So, discerning spirits is simply to evaluate the spirit -- whether it is 

God, or a spirit other than the Holy Spirit. Now, in the early church, this gift was the watchdog -- 

the patrol, the guard, the sentinel -- for the church. The Spirit of God gave a supernatural ability 

to certain people who could determine the true from the false. 

 False prophets are everywhere today. I believe there are some people who are gifted by God to 

unmask these false prophets. Some of them write books to unmask them. I think that some of the 

people who have done good work on the cults and on the occult may be exercising the gift of 

discernment. They have the capacity to see through something to the core of its hypocrisy. 

 There are the six categories of serving gifts: leadership, supervise the saints; serving, support the 

leaders; giving, supply the needy; mercy, sympathize with the sick, the poor, and the destitute; 

faith, secure God's power; and discernment, save the saints from the counterfeits. All of these 

dimensions, together with the speaking gifts, make the church mature in Christ. We have seen the 

eleven primary colors on the palette of the Spirit, as He paints the portrait of Christ on the canvas 

of the church. They are a beautiful combination designed to reveal Christ, but they only really 

work when you are faithful to minister in your area of giftedness. 

Showing Mercy (Rom. 12:8) 

 This is akin to the gift of ministering, for it involves succoring those who are sick and afflicted. 

 The gift of showing mercy -- This gift is related to the sick and afflicted and any other who 

might fall within the sphere of needed succor. Some Christians are given special ability to show 

mercy with cheerfulness.   has in it the thought of readiness of mind, promptness. It is this attitude 

which is divinely wrought of the Spirit in some Christians, and these may be said to possess this 

gift. 
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 The gift of mercy is relative to the compassion of the heart, not the giving . . . that's a different 

gift. Often these two gifts are given in combination. But mercy emphasizes the compassion of the 

heart. The idea is conveyed by 1 Corinthians 12:26: "And whether one member suffer, all the 

members suffer with it . . . ". The gift of mercy is the enablement to sympathize with a suffering 

person -- to come alongside the poor, the sick, the destitute, the orphan, the widowed, and those 

in prison, and minister. Dr. Criswell tells a beautiful story of a little girl who came home from 

school and said, "Mommy, my best friend came to school today and said that her mother died". 

The mother said to her little child, "Well, what did you say to her, dear?" The child replied, "Oh, I 

didn't say anything, mother. I just went over to her desk, sat beside her, and cried with her." The 

gift of mercy includes sympathy. Some of you are gifted in the area of mercy. The Spirit of God 

has given you areas of ministry such as hospital visitation, convalescent homes and shut-ins, the 

poor, and the needy. Some people have this ministry, and God bless them for it. If God has given 

you this enablement, use it. 

 Giving (Rom. 12:8) 

 The gift of giving concerns distributing one's own money to others. It is to be done with 

simplicity; i.e., with no thought of return or gain for self in any way.  The gift of giving -- it has a 

definite place in the list of spiritual gifts revealed in Romans 12:8, having in view the proper use 

of temporal means in relation to others. 

 The word "giveth" is a compound Greek word. The normal Greek word for give is didomi and 

just means "give". But this compound word is metadidomi, which means "super give." All of us 

are called upon by the Spirit of God to give. All of us are to invest. The Bible tells us that we to 

sow bountifully in order to reap bountifully (2 Cor. 9:6). All of us are to lay by in store the first 

day of the week as God has prospered each one of us (1 Cor. 16:2). All of these things are 

commanded very clearly in terms of our giving. But there are some of us who are to be super 

givers -- who are to go beyond the normal because we are gifted in that way. Verse 8 adds, "with 

liberality." The literal root meaning for "liberality" is "simplicity." Kittel (Theological Dictionary 

of the New Testament) says it means "sacrificial liberality." Now, what does simplicity mean?  

When you give with simplicity you give with one single motive. If there is a need, I give. But the 

gift of giving enables someone to give with only one motive -- the need. Nothing else enters into 

their mind. Singleness of mind and singleness of heart translates into an undivided motive. Godet 

says "According to its etymological meaning, the word signifies: the disposition not to turn back 

on oneself; and it is obvious that from this first meaning there may follow either that of 

generosity, when man gives without letting himself be arrested by any selfish calculation, or that 

of simplicity, when he gives without his left hand knowing what his right does -- that is to say, 

without any vain going back on himself and without any aim of pride." The gift of giving is to be 

exercised with singleness of mind and with no consideration of self. 

Administration 

 The gift of administration and ruling is sovereignly bestowed upon a few (Rom. 12:8; 1 Cor. 

12:28). To those possessing the gifts of administration and ruling all Christians should give 

proper heed, being exhorted to observe such gifts and honor them by obedience (Heb. 13:7). 

   

The Word of Knowledge (1 Cor. 12:8b) 
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 The phrase is "the word of knowledge", and that indicates to me a speaking gift -- the utterance 

of knowledge. The Greek word for "word" is logos and can mean "written on a page, spoken to a 

crowd, spoken privately to individuals." It is speaking knowledge. This is a special gift. It is the 

Spirit-given ability to observe biblical facts and make conclusions. In other words, it is the ability 

to understand the Bible. The best definition of the gift of the word of knowledge is in 1 

Corinthians 13:2: "And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries, and all 

knowledge . . . " This is the gift of understanding the mysteries that have been revealed. The 

people with this gift are the writers, scholars, teachers, professors, and researchers. 

The Word of Wisdom (1 Cor. 12:8a) 

 This gift was used in a revelatory sense in the early church when God would give someone 

special wisdom. What is this gift? It differs from knowledge in this way: The emphasis is on the 

skill of application rather than the knowledge of facts. Wisdom is the ability to take the facts that 

the gift of knowledge has brought out and make a skillful application of it. It is the gift of the 

expositor, who can take the Word of God, study the commentaries (as I do), read from all those 

who have the gift of knowledge, and out of that, draw the applicable principles to living. It can 

also be a gift that a believer ministers to another believer, by assisting him in his practical life. 

Wisdom, then, is the skill to apply the facts that have been discovered by someone with the gift of 

knowledge. 

 Leadership (Romans 12:8; 1 Cor. 12:28) 

The word is ruling in Romans 12:8 and "governments" in 1 Corinthians 12:28. Both refer to 

leadership -- they are synonymous. The word ruling means "to lead, to manage, to have charge of, 

to oversee, to rule". That is leadership. The word governments basically means the same thing, 

but it also has a unique literal meaning: "to steer a ship". It is the Greek word kubernesis. It refers 

to the skill of piloting a ship -- to the one who is at the helm of the ship, who charts the course, 

who knows the destination, and who is able to keep the ship on course. Leadership is the ability 

to see an objective, formalize it, mobilize a group of people, and then get them to reach that 

objective.  

But it is the ability to make decisions and determine direction -- mobilizing people to reach an 

objective. So, we believe that the gift of leadership should belong to the pastoral staff and the 

elders that lead the church. But does it end there? Some of you have responsibility for a group of 

people -- coordinating a Bible study toward an objective, mobilizing them, and then helping them 

reach that goal. That is leadership. There are many possible manifestations and energizings of it. 

It has to go beyond the pastor-teacher, the evangelist, the Apostle, and prophet; it has to extend 

throughout the body of Christ. Romans 12:8 gives us another aspect of the gift of leadership: ". . . 

he that ruleth, with diligence . . . ". The word "diligence" basically means "speed" or "haste".  

Who is a good leader? Someone who recognizes a need and acts quickly. If you are in a position 

of leadership, and see a need, meet it now. This gift is a great need -- the ability to see an 

objective and to mobilize a group of people to reach that objective. It involves decision-making 

ability. Don't try to be a leader unless God has gifted you in that area. And remember, all the gifts 

operate in the atmosphere of love (1 Cor. 13:1-7). 

  

 Serving (Rom. 12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28) 
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 In 1 Corinthians 12:28 is the little word "helps". In Acts 20:35 the same Greek word is translated 

"support". It is a supporting gift, a helping gift. In Romans 12:7 it is called the gift of "ministry." 

It is the same gift. The word helps literally means "to take a burden off of someone else and place 

it on yourself." It is the gift that comes alongside leadership. The gift of helps is the gift that 

allows everything to occur. The people who have this gift are able to help in any conceivable 

way. Acts 6:1-3; 1 Tim. 6:2; Romans 16:3,9. The gifts of helps is a beautiful and marvelous gift 

that is absolutely necessary for the progress of the body of Christ. It doesn't attract a lot of 

attention, and since it doesn't, nobody in Corinth was practicing it. There were no leaders and no 

helpers. 

The Spirit of God has given gifts (i.e. enablements, manifestations, energizings, services) to the 

church. They are enablements of the Holy Spirit allowing us to minister to one another within the 

body of Christ. We are not spectators; we are to be involved in the actual operation of the church, 

carrying out the ministry as God has designed it and the Spirit of God has planned it. So, as we 

learn our gifts and how they operate, and as we understand how the Spirit of God works through 

us, we can give a greater, deeper, and broader commitment to do that which God has gifted us to 

do 

Chapter 3 

Who is the Holy Spirit &  Ways He Empowers You 

The Holy Spirit is a beautiful and powerful part of who God is. We need Him in our life as a 

conduit to become who God created us to be, and through His power we have aid in all 

situations. Without Him, we are powerless. 

Who is the Holy Spirit? 

 Our first encounter with the Holy Spirit is when He convicts us of our sin, shows us that 

none of us can live up to the righteousness of Jesus, and reveals to us the judgment that is 

coming to those who die without a Savior (John 16:8-11). As we repent, confess our sins 

and receive the gift of Salvation the Holy Spirit regenerates our dead inner human spirit 

which now becomes sensitive to the spiritual things of God (John 3:1-16; Acts 2:38). 

 There is a second work of the Holy Spirit when He baptizes a believer (Acts 2:1-4).  It's 

available to all (Acts 2:39) and a gift of empowerment, helping the believer to live a holy 

life. Through the power of the Holy Spirit, the Helper, we become more like Jesus and are 

directed to do the Father's will. Furthermore, the gift is primarily for the empowerment to 

witness to others (Acts 1:8). 

 We are encouraged to ask the Holy Spirit to fill us up on a regular basis. When you feel 

depleted or need strength, ask Him to replenish you (Ephesians 5:18). 

It's not enough to exist with the belief that The Father and the Son are first and the Holy 

Spirit is secondary. They are equal and work in harmony with each other. The uniqueness of 

the Holy Spirit is His presence within us. Jesus said before he ascended to heaven that the 

Holy Spirit would come and dwell within us as a believer. With that, He empowers us to live 

victoriously for the cause of Christ and glory of the Father. 

Here are just 10 of the supernatural ways the Holy Spirit wants to empower you today.  
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1. The Holy Spirit is your Helper. 

“Nevertheless, I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage that I go away, for if I do not go 

away, the Helper will not come to you. But if I go, I will send him to you,”  John 16:7. 

When I think of the Holy Spirit, this is how I primarily think of Him: God with us, helping 

and empowering us to live a flourishing life that radiates the goodness of God. I don’t know 

about you but I’m constantly aware of my need for divine help. As my flesh fights for 

control, it’s the Spirit that steps in and helps me to be who God created me to be. 

When you are feeling powerless or tired or like your failing at life, you can have confidence 

as a believer that you're not alone. You can start each day knowing the Holy Spirit is there to 

help you. He is the power that sustains, energizes, and keeps you on a holy path. Do not 

hesitate to invite Him in. 

2. The Holy Spirit sanctifies you. 

“But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus 

Christ and by the Spirit of our God,” 1 Corinthians 6:11. 

“Sanctified” means to be set apart as sacred. Essentially, it’s the purification of sin and 

spiritually maturing to become more Christlike. This is an important process for a believer--

leaving behind the old and becoming a new person. But it’s a daily process, and it takes time. 

The Holy Spirit wants to help you in this process of sanctification: to die to your old self and 

be all that God created you to be; to be free from the entanglement of sin and live 

victoriously. 

3. He makes you more like Christ. 

“And we all, who with unveiled faces contemplate the Lord’s glory, are being transformed 

into his image with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit,” 2 

Corinthians 3:18. 

Moses experienced God’s glory on the mountaintop but we have communion with Him every 

day! Theologian Warren Wiersbe writes, 

“Moses reflected the glory of God, but you and I may radiate the glory of God. When we 

meditate on God’s Word and in it see God’s Son, then the Spirit transforms us! We become 

more like the Lord Jesus Christ as we grow ‘from glory to glory.” 

Our goal is Christlikeness and this takes place through the power of the Holy Spirit. While 

we focused on sanctification and the diminishment of sin in the previous point, this is rather a 

transformation into the image of Christ. 

4. He helps you to do the Father’s will. 

“Then the Spirit said to Philip, ‘Go up and join this chariot,’"  Acts 8:29. 

Throughout the New Testament we see the Holy Spirit direct people to do the will of God. He 

helps us tune into the voice of the Father and, in faith, do what we believe He is calling us to. 

http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=joh+16:7
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=1co+6:11
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=2co+3:18
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=2co+3:18
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=ac+8:29
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Ask the Spirit to show you what the Father’s will would be for you today and ask Him to 

empower you to carry it out! 

5. The Holy Spirit gifts you for ministry. 

“There are different kinds of spiritual gifts, but the same Spirit is the source of them all. 

There are different kinds of service, but we serve the same Lord. God works in different 

ways, but it is the same God who does the work in all of us. A spiritual gift is given to each of 

us so we can help each other. To one person the Spirit gives the ability to give wise advice; to 

another the same Spirit gives a message of special knowledge. The same Spirit gives great 

faith to another, and to someone else the one Spirit gives the gift of healing.  

He gives one person the power to perform miracles, and another the ability to prophesy. He 

gives someone else the ability to discern whether a message is from the Spirit of God or from 

another spirit. Still another person is given the ability to speak in unknown languages, while 

another is given the ability to interpret what is being said. It is the one and only Spirit who 

distributes all these gifts. He alone decides which gift each person should have,” 1 

Corinthians 12:4-11. 

The Holy Spirit imparts to believers gifts that are needed in the Church. Nobody receives all 

gifts but they are distributed among the Body of Christ, each person receiving different gifts. 

The gift(s) that you receive will empower you for the calling God has placed on your life. 

Embrace what God has put inside of you and be His instrument for Kingdom purpose! 

* Additional passages of the gifts of the Spirit can be found in Ephesians 4 and Romans 12. 

6. He imparts love. 

“Not only that, but we rejoice in our sufferings, knowing that suffering produces endurance, 

and endurance produces character, and character produces hope, and hope does not put us to 

shame, because God's love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit who has 

been given to us,”  Romans 5:3-5. 

We find love in our suffering. As we endure trials, God’s love is poured out into us through 

the Spirit and it’s this empowerment that carries you and I through the hard seasons. When 

you are doubting this love in your difficulty, remember that the Spirit pours it into your heart. 

 

7. He gives hope. 

“May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that by the power of the 

Holy Spirit you may abound in hope,”  Romans 15:13. 

Hope as God hopes. This is only possible in abundance through the power of the Holy Spirit. 

And it’s hope that carries people through all trials and tribulations. Hope is fuel for the soul. 

Tap into this by His power and experience peace among your surroundings. 

 

8. The Holy Spirit teaches and gives insight.  

http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=1co+12:4-11
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=1co+12:4-11
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http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=ro+12
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=ro+5:3-5
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=ro+15:13
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“But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he will teach you all 

things and bring to your remembrance all that I have said to you,”  John 14:26. 

The Holy Spirit will give you insight into what you are reading and furthermore, will help 

you recall what you’ve read in Scripture. He brings to your mind understanding and truth. 

Have you ever had one of those moments when you were in a situation and a Scripture verse 

you read or memorized years ago popped into your head, encouraging you in that moment? 

That was the Holy Spirit reminding you of what you had been taught. 

He empowers you with understanding and the ability to recall important verses that apply to 

your life. 

 

9. He guides your prayers. 

“Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness. For we do not know what to pray for as we 

ought, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us with groanings too deep for words,” Romans 

8:26. 

Sometimes I have no words. Or I have so much to say that I’m not sure where to start. Ever 

experience that? 

Sometimes we don’t have to have the right words--the Holy Spirit knows just what to say. 

Lean into Him and allow Him to express to the Father what needs to be said. 

10. He uses you for evangelism. 

“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you, and you will be my 

witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth,”  Acts 1:8. 

Telling others about Jesus and making disciples  

Telling others about Jesus and making disciples is our most important role on this earth. It’s 

literally the last thing Jesus said before he ascended into heaven! 

Having the Holy Spirit with us means having power to be a witness. To tell people about 

what Jesus did for them on the cross and how he conquered death and reigns victoriously! 

Don’t shy away from being an advocate for Christ; it’s what you are called to do. Allow the 

Spirit to empower you for the Kingdom purpose of making disciples! 

Brittany Rust has a passion is to give encouragement to the world-weary believer through her 

writing, speaking, and podcasting. She is the author of Untouchable: Unraveling the Myth 

That You're Too Faithful to Fall, founder of For the Mama Heart, and hosts the Epic Fails 

podcast.  Brittany, her husband Ryan, and their son Roman make their home in the Rocky 

Mountains, pursuing outdoor adventures, great food, and memorable stories together. Learn 

more at www.brittanyrust.com. 
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This article is part of our larger resource library of terms important to the Christian faith. 

From heaven and hell, to communion and baptism, we want to provide easy to read and 

understand articles that answer your questions about theological terms and their meaning.  

 

Chapter 4 

The Person and Work of the Holy Spirit 
 

We believe that the Holy Spirit is co-equal with God the Father and God the Son and is of the 

same essence. Yet He is also distinct from them. 

Scripture describes the Holy Spirit in personal terms, not as an impersonal force, when it says 

that He teaches, guides, comforts and intercedes. He possesses emotions, intellect and will. 

The Holy Spirit spoke to Philip and gave counsel to the church at Jerusalem. He was sinned 

against and lied to. 

 

The Scriptures also attest to the deity of the Holy Spirit. He is spoken of as God and is 

identified with the title of Jehovah. The Christian who is indwelt by the Spirit is indwelt by 

God. The Holy Spirit possesses the attributes of deity, such as omniscience, omnipresence, 

omnipotence and eternality. He does works only God can do, such as creating, regenerating 

and sanctifying. He is equally associated with the other members of the Trinity. 

 

The work of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament differed somewhat from His work in the 

New Testament. The possession of the Holy Spirit by the believer was not permanent in 

every case. The Spirit had a ministry of restraining sin and in the creation of the world.11 

The Holy Spirit today plays a major role in the application of salvation to the individual. It is 

the Spirit who brings conviction to the unbeliever and causes him to see the truth of the 

gospel in a clear light. Those who respond to this conviction and place their faith in Jesus 

Christ receive eternal life and a new nature.  

 

The Holy Spirit unites the believer with Christ and places him in the body of Christ, the 

church. He also unites the believer with Christ in His death, enabling him to live victoriously 

over sin. The Holy Spirit controls the believer who yields to God and submits himself to 

God's Word. When these conditions are met, the believer lives in the power of the Spirit and 

produces the fruit of the Spirit. 

 

The Holy Spirit indwells the believer permanently. While the child of God may sin and 

grieve the Spirit, the Spirit will never leave the true believer. Absence of the Holy Spirit is 

the mark of the unsaved. The Holy Spirit seals the believer. This ministry guarantees the 

security of the believer "until the day of redemption." 

 

The Holy Spirit sovereignly bestows spiritual gifts or abilities for service to every believer. 

Although His restraint of evil in the world today will cease with the rapture, He will continue 

to be present in the earth. In the tribulation period the Spirit will be involved in salvation and 

filling. In the coming kingdom of Jesus Christ, the Spirit will be in God's people and the 

Spirit will be upon the King. 
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The role of the Holy Spirit in our lives today? 

Question: "What is the role of the Holy Spirit in our lives today?" 

 

Answer: Of all the gifts given to mankind by God, there is none greater than the presence of 

the Holy Spirit. The Spirit has many functions, roles, and activities. First, He does a work in 

the hearts of all people everywhere. Jesus told the disciples that He would send the Spirit into 

the world to “convict the world of guilt in regard to sin and righteousness and judgment” 

(John 16:7-11). Everyone has a “God consciousness,” whether or not they admit it. The Spirit 

applies the truths of God to minds of men to convince them by fair and sufficient arguments 

that they are sinners. Responding to that conviction brings men to salvation. 

 

Once we are saved and belong to God, the Spirit takes up residence in our hearts forever, 

sealing us with the confirming, certifying, and assuring pledge of our eternal state as His 

children. Jesus said He would send the Spirit to us to be our Helper, Comforter, and Guide. 

“And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another Counselor to be with you forever” 

(John 14:16). The Greek word translated here “Counselor” means “one who is called 

alongside” and has the idea of someone who encourages and exhorts. The Holy Spirit takes 

up permanent residence in the hearts of believers (Romans 8:9; 1 Corinthians 6:19-20, 

12:13). Jesus gave the Spirit as a “compensation” for His absence, to perform the functions 

toward us which He would have done if He had remained personally with us. 

 

Among those functions is that of revealer of truth. The Spirit’s presence within us enables us 

to understand and interpret God’s Word. Jesus told His disciples that “when He, the Spirit of 

Truth, comes, He will guide you into all truth” (John 16:13). He reveals to our minds the 

whole counsel of God as it relates to worship, doctrine, and Christian living. He is the 

ultimate guide, going before, leading the way, removing obstructions, opening the 

understanding, and making all things plain and clear. He leads in the way we should go in all 

spiritual things. Without such a guide, we would be apt to fall into error. A crucial part of the 

truth He reveals is that Jesus is who He said He is (John 15:26; 1 Corinthians 12:3). The 

Spirit convinces us of Christ’s deity and incarnation, His being the Messiah, His suffering 

and death, His resurrection and ascension, His exaltation at the right hand of God, and His 

role as the judge of all. He gives glory to Christ in all things (John 16:14). 

 

Another one of the Holy Spirit’s roles is that of gift-giver. First Corinthians 12 describes the 

spiritual gifts given to believers in order that we may function as the body of Christ on earth. 

All these gifts, both great and small, are given by the Spirit so that we may be His 

ambassadors to the world, showing forth His grace and glorifying Him. 

 

The Spirit also functions as fruit-producer in our lives. When He indwells us, He begins the 

work of harvesting His fruit in our lives—love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

faithfulness, gentleness and self-control (Galatians 5:22-23). These are not works of our 

flesh, which is incapable of producing such fruit, but they are products of the Spirit’s 

presence in our lives. 

 

The knowledge that the Holy Spirit of God has taken up residence in our lives, that He 
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performs all these miraculous functions, that He dwells with us forever, and that He will 

never leave or forsake us is cause for great joy and comfort. Thank God for this precious 

gift—the Holy Spirit and His work in our lives! 

 

What was the role of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament? 

Question: "What was the role of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament?" 

 

Answer: The role of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament is much like His role in the New 

Testament. When we speak of the role of the Holy Spirit, we can discern four general areas in 

which the Holy Spirit works: 1) regeneration, 2) indwelling (or filling), 3) restraint, and 4) 

empowerment for service. Evidence of these areas of the Holy Spirit’s work is just as present 

in the Old Testament as it is in the New Testament. 

 

The first area of the Spirit’s work is in the process of regeneration. Another word for 

regeneration is “rebirth,” from which we get the concept of being “born again.” The classic 

proof text for this can be found in John’s gospel: “I tell you the truth, no one can see the 

kingdom of God unless he is born again” (John 3:3). This begs the question: what does this 

have to do with the Holy Spirit’s work in the Old Testament? Later on in His dialogue with 

Nicodemus, Jesus has this to say to him: “You are Israel's teacher…and do you not 

understand these things?” (John 3:10).  

The point Jesus was making is that Nicodemus should have known the truth that the Holy 

Spirit is the source of new life because it is revealed in the Old Testament. For instance, 

Moses told the Israelites prior to entering the Promised Land that “The LORD your God will 

circumcise your hearts and the hearts of your descendants, so that you may love him with all 

your heart and with all your soul, and live” (Deuteronomy 30:6). This circumcision of the 

heart is the work of God’s Spirit and can be accomplished only by Him. We also see the 

theme of regeneration in Ezekiel 11:19-20 and Ezekiel 36:26-29. 

 

The fruit of the Spirit’s regenerating work is faith (Ephesians 2:8). Now we know that there 

were men of faith in the Old Testament because Hebrews 11 names many of them. If faith is 

produced by the regenerating power of the Holy Spirit, then this must be the case for Old 

Testament saints who looked ahead to the cross, believing that what God had promised in 

regard to their redemption would come to pass. They saw the promises and “welcomed them 

from a distance” (Hebrews 11:13), accepting by faith that what God had promised, He would 

also bring to pass.  

 

The second aspect of the Spirit’s work in the Old Testament is indwelling, or filling. Here is 

where the major difference between the Spirit’s roles in the Old and New Testaments is 

apparent. The New Testament teaches the permanent indwelling of the Holy Spirit in 

believers (1 Corinthians 3:16-17; 6:19-20). When we place our faith in Christ for salvation, 

the Holy Spirit comes to live within us. The Apostle Paul calls this permanent indwelling the 

“guarantee of our inheritance” (Ephesians 1:13-14).  

In contrast to this work in the New Testament, the indwelling in the Old Testament was 

selective and temporary. The Spirit “came upon” such Old Testament people as Joshua 
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(Numbers 27:18), David (1 Samuel 16:12-13) and even Saul (1 Samuel 10:10). In the book of 

Judges, we see the Spirit “coming upon” the various judges whom God raised up to deliver 

Israel from their oppressors. The Holy Spirit came upon these individuals for specific tasks. 

The indwelling was a sign of God’s favor upon that individual (in the case of David), and if 

God’s favor left an individual, the Spirit would depart (e.g., in Saul’s case in 1 Samuel 

16:14). Finally, the Spirit “coming upon” an individual doesn’t always indicate that person’s 

spiritual condition (e.g., Saul, Samson, and many of the judges). So, while in the New 

Testament the Spirit only indwells believers and that indwelling is permanent, the Spirit came 

upon certain Old Testament individuals for a specific task, irrespective of their spiritual 

condition. Once the task was completed, the Spirit presumably departed from that person. 

 

The third aspect of the Spirit’s work in the Old Testament is His restraint of sin. Genesis 6:3 

would seem to indicate that the Holy Spirit restrains man’s sinfulness, and that restraint can 

be removed when God’s patience regarding sin reaches a "boiling point." This thought is 

echoed in 2 Thessalonians 2:3-8, when in the end times a growing apostasy will signal the 

coming of God’s judgment. Until the preordained time when the “man of lawlessness” (v. 3) 

will be revealed, the Holy Spirit restrains the power of Satan and will release it only when it 

suits His purposes to do so.  

 

The fourth and final aspect of the Spirit’s work in the Old Testament is the granting of ability 

for service. Much like the way the spiritual gifts operate in the New Testament, the Spirit 

would gift certain individuals for service. Consider the example of Bezalel in Exodus 31:2-5 

who was gifted to do much of the artwork relating to the Tabernacle. Furthermore, recalling 

the selective and temporary indwelling of the Holy Spirit discussed above, we see that these 

individuals were gifted to perform certain tasks, such as ruling over the people of Israel (e.g., 

Saul and David). 

 

We could also mention the Spirit’s role in creation. Genesis 1:2 speaks of the Spirit “hovering 

over the waters” and superintending the work of creation. In a similar fashion, the Spirit is 

responsible for the work of the new creation (2 Corinthians 5:17) as He is bringing people 

into the kingdom of God through regeneration. 

 

All in all, the Spirit performs much of the same functions in Old Testament times as He does 

in this current age. The major difference is the permanent indwelling of the Spirit in believers 

now. As Jesus said regarding this change in the Spirit’s ministry, “But you know him, for he 

lives with you and will be in you” (John 14:17). 

 

The Personality and Ministry of the Holy Spirit 

My wife and I often feel as if  we don’t pay as much attention to our oldest son, Joshua, as we 

should. For various reasons, our daughter, Hannah, and our youngest son, Caleb, end up 

receiving quite a bit of our time and attention and it seems as if Joshua is just there back in 

the shadows. 

I think the same can be said of how most followers of Christ interact with the Trinity as well. 
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We talk and think about Jesus and God the Father quite a bit (as well we should), but we 

don’t really talk and think about the Holy Spirit nearly as much. 

And in those rare times when we do talk about the Holy Spirit,we don’t quite talk about Him 

correctly. It is common to hear adults, students, and kids refer to the Holy Spirit as “it” and 

speak of the Spirit as if “it” is some impersonal force akin to the “force” in the Star Wars 

saga. But the Spirit is not an “it.” He is indeed a “He.” And He is fully God and just as 

important as the Father and the Son. 

As you prepare to teach this week’s session, “The Holy Spirit Came” (Acts 2:1-42), you 

might find this brief primer on the personality and ministry of the Holy Spirit helpful. 

Chapter5 

 

Ministries that the Holy Spirit has with each and 

everyone of us if we would only be willing to work 

with Him in each one of these areas. 

1. Will Draw the Unsaved Sinner to Jesus 

2. Will Convict Both Unbelievers and Believers 

3. Will Regenerate Our Human Spirits 

4. Will Draw Us Closer to the Lord 

5. Will Sanctify Us in the Lord 

6. Will Help Us With Our Prayer Life 

7. Will Guide Us Into All Truth 

8. Will Teach Us All Things 

9. Will Anoint Us With His Divine Power 

10. Will Be Our Helper and Comforter in This Life 

11. The 9 Gifts of the Holy Spirit 

12. The 9 Fruits of the Holy Spirit 

When you really look at each one these different ministries that the Holy Spirit has with all of 

us, you can really feel the power on each one of them and that there is no way you will not be 

able to really progress in your own walk and call with the Lord once the Holy Spirit starts to 

become very active in your daily life with all of these different ministries. 

https://biblia.com/bible/csb/Acts%202.1-42
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Before I get into each one of these different ministries under the captions below, I want to 

give you two key verses so you will not be too afraid to do this with the Holy Spirit. 

Both of these verses are coming direct from the apostle Paul, and I do not have to tell you 

what a great man of God he became, all because he worked with the grace and power that 

God gave him through the Holy Spirit. 

I believe Paul found a major secret very early on in his walk with the Lord, and that major 

secret was that he could make direct contact with the Holy Spirit Himself and form out a 

good personal relationship with Him – and from there, learn how to be led and empowered by 

Him so he could fulfill all of his divine missions for the Lord. 

Here are two key powerful verses from the apostle Paul telling us that we can all do the exact 

same thing ourselves with the Holy Spirit: 

 “The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the COMMUNION 

of the Holy Spirit be with you all.” (2 Corinthians 13:14) 

 “Therefore if there is any consolation in Christ, if any comfort of love, if any 

FELLOWSHIP of the Spirit …” (Philippians 2:1) 

There are two key words to really hone in on, and those two key words are “communion” 

and “fellowship” with the Holy Spirit. 

These two key powerful words are telling us that we can make direct contact with the Holy 

Spirit like we can with God and Jesus, and from there, we can establish a very good personal 

relationship with Him. 

And once you make direct contact with the Holy Spirit, then He will teach you how to be led 

and taught by Him so you can then become the sanctified saint that God is wanting you to 

become in Him in this life, along with fully accomplishing all of your divine destiny for Him. 

I will now give you two more good verses to put the icing on this cake that we can make 

direct contact with the Holy Spirit and learn how to walk with Him in this life. These two 

verses are talking about us “walking in the Spirit.” Here they are: 

 “If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit.” (Galatians 5:25) 
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 ” … Are you so foolish? Having begun in the Spirit, are you now being made 

perfect by the flesh?” (Galatians 3:2) 

The first verse is flat out telling us that since we are already living in the Spirit since He is 

already living on the inside of us, then we need to take this one step further, and that is to 

learn how to walk in Him as well. 

And this is where all of these different ministries are going to be coming in, as the Holy Spirit 

will show you exactly what can happen to you and your life if you will learn how to walk 

with Him and in Him. 

The second verse then adds one more piece of revelation to all of this in that it is comparing 

walking in the Spirit to walking in the flesh. Too many Christians are walking in the flesh in 

this life instead of walking in the Holy Spirit. 

And that is why many of them are not making much progress in their divine calls for the 

Lord, or in being able to be properly sanctified and cleaned up in the way the Lord would 

really like. 

Bottom line – every single Christian needs to learn how to walk in the Holy Spirit. 

And the only way you can truly walk in the Holy Spirit is to make direct contact with 

Him so you can establish a very good personal relationship with Him like you have with 

God and Jesus, and then from there, be willing and open to working with Him in many 

of these different areas so you can become all that God is asking you to become in Him 

in this life. 

Now I will go into each one of the above areas under the captions below. Take your time with 

this and really meditate and ponder on what God is trying to tell you through His Word on 

this subject matter. 

The Holy Spirit is God and Lord Himself and He is literally living right there on the inside of 

you – and He is only too anxious to get all of this going with you if you will just be open and 

willing to receive this kind of divine help from Him.  

1. The Holy Spirit Will Draw the Unsaved Sinner to Jesus 
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The very first ministry that the Holy Spirit has with all of us is to make sure we find Jesus 

and accept Him as our personal Lord and Savior so we can be truly saved and born again. 

This is without question the number one job and ministry of the Holy Spirit. 

As you will see in the first verse I will list below, Jesus Himself says that the Holy Spirit will 

testify of Him, not of His own self. And the reason He is going to be testifying about Jesus is 

so He can get as many people saved as He possibly can. 

As we have explained to you in our article, “You Do Have the Power of God to Witness,” 

you will have the Holy Spirit and His power right there by your side when you step out to 

witness to other unsaved people in this life. 

You will not be alone when you do this. This is why all Christians should keep themselves 

open to being used by the Lord to witness to other people, so God can personally use you to 

save as many people as He can before it becomes too late to be able to do so. 

Really grab a hold of the revelation that is in the following 4 verses, as they will help break 

off any fears you may have on witnessing to other unsaved people in this life. 

This first ministry of the Holy Spirit is without a doubt the most important one of all, as we 

only have one earthly lifetime to try and reach as many people as possible with the Gospel of 

our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 

And the Holy Spirit is only too anxious and willing to work through each individual believer 

who will be willing to work with Him on these types of deliverance missions. 

Here are the first 5 verses that will show you that the Holy Spirit has the personal ministry of 

leading as many people as He possibly can to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 

 “But when the Helper comes, whom I shall send to you from the Father, the Spirit 

of truth who proceeds from the Father, HE WILL TESTIFY OF ME. And you also 

will bear witness, because you have been with Me from the beginning.” (John 

15:26-27)  

 “No one can come to Me unless the Father who sent Me draws him; and I will raise 

him up at the last day.” (John 6:44) 

https://www.bible-knowledge.com/you-do-have-the-power-of-god-to-witness/
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 “… and no one can say that Jesus is Lord except by the Holy Spirit.” (1 

Corinthians 12:3) 

 “While Peter was still speaking these words, the Holy Spirit FELL UPON all those 

who heard the word.” (Acts 10:44) 

 “The Lord OPENED HER HEART to heed the things spoken by Paul.” (Acts 

16:14) 

Notice the second verse says that no one can come to Jesus for eternal salvation unless God 

the Father is first drawing them in. And then the third verse says that no one can call Jesus 

Lord unless it is done by the Holy Spirit. Put both of these verses together, side by side, and 

they are telling us that God the Father draws the unsaved sinner to His Son Jesus through the 

Holy Spirit. 

The last two verses will also confirm this revelation, as it is showing us that the Holy Spirit 

will fall upon those who are being witnessed to, along with opening up their hearts and minds 

so they will be able to understand what is being preached to them. 

Again, this is why you should never be afraid to step out and witness to other people as the 

Spirit leads, as you will have both God the Father and the Holy Spirit right there by your side 

as you are witnessing to them. 

2. The Holy Spirit Will Convict Both Unbelievers and Believers 

The next ministry that the Holy Spirit has with both unbelievers, as well as believers is that 

He has to convict all of us. He has to show us the errors of our ways and that we are all 

sinners in the eyes of God. 

An unbeliever cannot get saved unless they are first convicted by the Holy Spirit. If they 

cannot see they are sinners in the eyes of God, then they will see no reason to accept what 

Jesus has done for them with His sacrificial death on the cross. 

For born-again believers, we all need the conviction of the Holy Spirit from time to time, so 

we can be shown the errors of our ways and where we are going wrong at times. And when 

the Holy Spirit does convict us from time to time, it is always for our own good. If He does 

not point out and show us where we are going wrong at times, we could easily get knocked 

off the path that God has set up for our lives. 
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Here is a major verse showing us that the Holy Spirit has the personal ministry of convicting 

all of us – which will include both unbelievers as well as believers. 

“Nevertheless I tell you the truth. It is to your advantage that I go away; for if I do not go 

away, the Helper will not come to you; but if I depart, I will send Him to you. And when He 

has come, He will convict the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment: of sin, 

because they do not believe in Me; of righteousness, because I go to My Father and you 

see Me no more; of judgment, because the ruler of this world is judged ..” (John 16:7-11) 

Notice what the Holy Spirit will convict everyone of – sin!! 

With God already having told us in His Word that every single man and woman has sinned 

and fallen short of His glory, every single person on the face of this earth needs to receive the 

conviction of the Holy Spirit so we can all be shown what the real truth is regarding our 

fallen sinful state before the Lord. 

3. The Holy Spirit Will Regenerate Our Human Spirits 

After the Holy Spirit has moved on an unbeliever and has led them into eternal salvation 

through Jesus Christ, the next thing He will do is enter in on the inside of their human spirits. 

And once He enters into their human spirits, He will then regenerate their human spirits. And 

once their human spirits have been fully regenerated, they will now be truly born again in the 

Lord. 

Here is the verse that will show you that the Holy Spirit will regenerate every single person’s 

spirit who is willing to accept Jesus as their personal Lord and Savior. 

“But when the kindness and the love of God our Savior toward man appeared, not by works 

of righteousness which we have done, but according to His mercy He saved us, through the 

washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit, whom He poured out on us 

abundantly through Jesus Christ our Savior, that having been justified by His grace we 

should become heirs according to the hope of eternal life.” (Titus 3:4-7) 

Notice two very important things in this verse: 
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First, this regeneration is being directly tied to us getting saved in the Lord. The words, “but 

according to His mercy He saved us, through the washing of regeneration and renewing 

of the Holy Spirit,“ are definitely telling us that we are saved by God’s grace and mercy and 

that when He does save us – He is saving us “through” the regeneration of the Holy Spirit. 

Second, this regeneration is done directly by the Holy Spirit Himself. The words 

“regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit” are telling us that this regeneration is 

being done directly by the Holy Spirit Himself. 

Here is what the word regeneration means from some of the different Bible Dictionaries and 

Commentaries: 

 Spiritually reborn 

 Spiritual rebirth producing a new beginning 

 A spiritual rebirth, being renewed, reformed or reconstituted 

 Renewed or restored after a decline to a low condition 

 New birth, the begetting of new life 

 Renewal of moral and spiritual nature 

 The rebirth of the human spirit to a restored relationship with God 

 Renewed to life and salvation by faith in God 

 An act of God through the Holy Spirit resulting in an inner personal 

resurrection from sin to a new life in Jesus Christ 

 The radical spiritual change in which God brings an individual from a condition 

of spiritual defeat and death to a renewed condition of holiness and life 

As you can see from these different definitions, this is a major life-changing event, to have 

the Holy Spirit literally come to live on the inside of your human spirit and from there, cause 

this kind of regeneration to occur in your spirit so you can be saved and born again in the 

Lord. 

So again, realize that every single time you lead an unbeliever to eternal salvation through 

Jesus Christ, you are also opening them up to be able to receive the Holy Spirit on the inside 

of them, where from there He can get down into their spirits and fully regenerate them. 
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This is another extremely powerful ministry that the Holy Spirit has with every single person 

who is willing to accept Jesus Christ as their personal Lord and Savior. 

4. The Holy Spirit Will Help Draw Us Closer to the Lord 

Once you are saved and born again in the Lord and the Holy Spirit has now entered into your 

human spirit and has fully regenerated it, the next thing He is going to do is start to draw you 

closer to the Lord in the personal relationship you will now be establishing with Him. 

Once you go through the profound experience of accepting Jesus as your personal Lord and 

Savior, then you will want to do everything you can to get to know both Him and God the 

Father much better. And the Holy Spirit Himself will help draw you much closer to both of 

Them. 

Here are 3 very interesting verses that will show you that it is by, in, and through the Holy 

Spirit that you now have direct access to both God and Jesus in heaven. And if it is by the 

Holy Spirit that you will now have direct access to both God and Jesus, then the Holy Spirit 

will also help work you closer to both God and Jesus in your own personal relationship with 

Them. 

 “For through Him we both have  

 “For through Him we both have access by one Spirit to the Father.” (Ephesians 

2:18) 

 “And by this we know that He abides in us, by the Spirit whom He has given us.” (1 

John 3:24) 

 “No one has seen God at anytime. If we love one another, God abides in us, and 

His love has been perfected in us. By this we know that we abide in Him, and He in 

us, because He has given us of His Spirit.” (1 John 4:12) 

Notice the first verse tells us that we have direct access to God the Father “by one Spirit.” 

And that one Spirit is none other than the Holy Spirit Himself since the “S” in the word 

“Spirit” is with a capital “S.” 

The second verse then tells us that the Lord abides in us “by the Spirit.” And again, it is 

referring direct to the Holy Spirit since the “S” in the word “Spirit” is with a capital “S.” 
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The last verse adds a little more to this when it tells us that God abides in us because He has 

given us His Holy Spirit. In other words, God cannot abide in us unless the Holy Spirit is 

living on the inside of us. 

Put it all together, and not only does the Holy Spirit live on the inside of us, but He is also 

able to connect us to both God and Jesus in heaven. And due to this divine connection that He 

has now set up between us and the Lord, both God and Jesus are now abiding in us just like 

the Holy Spirit is. 

And if the Holy Spirit is the One who is forming out this divine connection between us and 

the Lord in heaven, then it only stands to reason He will now be working very closely with us 

to form out a very special, close, personal relationship with the Lord. 

This is a very powerful and profound revelation when you really chew and meditate on what 

these three verses alone are trying to tell us. 

Again, another major ministry that the Holy Spirit has with each and everyone of us – to 

divinely connect us to both God and Jesus in heaven and from there, help us form out and 

establish a very good personal relationship with each One of Them. 

5. The Holy Spirit Will Sanctify Us in the Lord 

Once you get saved and born again in the Lord, that is just the beginning. From there, God 

will expect for you to spiritually grow in His knowledge and grace. And once you start to 

spiritually grow in the Lord, one of the other things He is also going to want to do with you is 

to sanctify you. 

When God starts to sanctify you, what He will do is consecrate and set you apart unto 

Himself. From there, He will want to transform you by the renewing of your mind, He will 

want to transform you into the express image of His Son Jesus. The Bible tells us that God is 

the Potter and we are the clay. 

When God starts the sanctification process in our life, He does it by the Word and the Holy 

Spirit. You read in the Word what He wants to change about you, and then the Holy Spirit 

will start to move to change you into the kind of person God wants you to become in Him. 

https://www.bible-knowledge.com/sanctification-article/
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But before the Holy Spirit will really move you into this sanctification realm, you have to 

give Him something to work with and that something is knowledge. And this knowledge can 

only be obtained by reading from the Bible. 

If you do not spend some kind of good regular quality time in the Bible learning what God 

wants to change about you, then the Holy Spirit is not going to move on the inside of you to 

sanctify you to the degree that God would really like in this lifetime. That is why true 

sanctification is accomplished by both the Word and the Spirit working together. 

You do your part be reading from the Word, and then the Holy Spirit will do His part by 

sanctifying you on the inside of your being to the degree that God would really like. 

Here are 11 very good verses all showing you that God will sanctify you by His Word and 

Spirit. The first 5 verses will show you that God will sanctify you in this life by the Holy 

Spirit. 

 ” … because God from the beginning chose you for salvation through 

sanctification by the Spirit and belief in the truth … ” (2 Thessalonians 2:13) 

 “And such were some of you. But you were washed, but you were sanctified, but 

you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God.” (1 

Corinthians 6:11) 

 “But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are 

being transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just as by the Spirit of 

the Lord.” (2 Corinthians 3:18) 

 ” … elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, in sanctification of the 

Spirit, for obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ: grace to you and 

peace be multiplied.” (1 Peter 1:2) 

 “For if you live according to the flesh you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to 

death the deeds of the body, you will live.” (Romans 8:13) 

These next 6 verses will show you that God will also sanctify you by His Word. 

 “Sanctify them by Your truth. Your word is truth.” (John 17:17) 
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 ” … that He might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word, 

that He might present it to Himself a glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or 

any such thing, but that it should be holy and without blemish.” (Ephesians 5:26) 

 “How can a young man cleanse his way? By taking heed according to Your word. 

With my whole heart I have sought You; Oh, let me not wander from Your 

commandments! Your word I have hidden in my heart, that I might not sin against 

You. Blessed are You, O Lord! Teach me Your statutes.” (Psalm 119:9-12) 

 “You are already clean because of the word which I have spoken to you.” (John 

15:3) 

 ” … and receive with meekness the implanted word, which is able to save your 

souls.” (James 1:21) 

 “For this reason we also thank God without ceasing, because when you received 

the word of God which you heard from us, you welcomed it not as the word of men, 

but as it is in truth, the word of God, which also effectively works in you who 

believe.” (1 Thessalonians 2:13) 

In our Sanctification Section of our site, we have an article titled, “Sanctification.“ 

In this article, we give you more good verses showing you that this is God’s ultimate and 

highest aim for all of us, along with showing you how to enter into this realm with the Lord if 

you would really like for Him to start changing you from the inside out. 

Sanctification is a major ministry that the Holy Spirit has with each believer, but He needs 

your full consent and cooperation before He will do it, as sometimes it can be a bit painful 

once God starts to take out the negative qualities He will not want operating in your 

personality and at the same time, start imparting the good, godly, and saintly qualities that He 

will want you to have operating in your personality.  

 

6. The Holy Spirit Will Help Us With Our Prayer Life 

Another major powerful ministry that the Holy Spirit has with each born-again believer is to 

help them with their prayer lives with the Lord. As you will see in the first verse I will list 

below, it says sometimes we will “not know how to pray as we ought.” 

https://www.bible-knowledge.com/sanctification-article/
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In addition to helping us out in our own personal prayer lives with the Lord, He will also be 

making intercession for all of us as different needs arise in our lives. Since the Holy Spirit is 

God and Lord Himself, He will be able to see perfectly into our futures and what we will 

need from the Lord before we will know it. As a result, He will be way ahead of us and be 

praying to God the Father on many different needs that we will not even be aware of. 

Here are the two main verses giving us these two pieces of revelation. 

 “Likewise the Spirit also helps in our weaknesses. For we do not know what we 

should pray for as we ought …” (Romans 8:26) 

 “Likewise the Spirit also helps in our weaknesses. For we do not know what we 

should pray for as we ought, but the Spirit Himself makes intercession for us with 

groanings which cannot be uttered. Now He who searches the hearts knows what 

the mind of the Spirit is, because He makes intercession for the saints according to 

the will of God.” (Romans 8:26-27) 

In the Prayer Secrets Section of our site, we have many good articles showing you the 

different strategies you can take with Lord in your own personal prayers to Him. Here are 

some of the specific things the Holy Spirit can help you with in your own personal prayer life 

to the Lord: 

What to pray for 

What not to pray for 

How to word your prayers to God 

What particular Scripture verses to use in your prayers 

The timing factor – exactly when to pray for something 

The correct battle strategies to use 

The correct angle and point of view to use with the Lord 

How many times to pray to God for the request 

How long to stay with the prayer request 

Whether or not to call in other believers to pray in agreement with you 

Whether or not there is anything else that you will need to do on your end before God will 

grant the prayer request 

As you can see from the above list – if you can learn how to team up with the Holy Spirit in 

your own personal prayers to the Lord, you will dramatically increase your chances of getting 

more of your personal prayers answered by Him. 

https://www.bible-knowledge.com/prayer-secrets-2/
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Again, this is another major powerful ministry that the Holy Spirit has with each believer. We 

all need to learn how to pray in the Spirit and with the Spirit, especially on some of our 

heavier prayer requests to God the Father. 

7. The Holy Spirit Will Guide Us Into All Truth 

Once you come into a full surrender with the Lord, He will then set you up in the perfect plan 

and destiny that He has set up for your life. 

And once God sets this perfect plan and destiny up for your life, then He will start to lead you 

step-by-step into the fulfillment of that divine destiny. 

And this is where the Holy Spirit will be coming in big time, as He now has the personal 

ministry of leading all of us into the perfect plan and destiny of God for our lives. 

If God calls you to be a great evangelist in this life, but He does not guide your steps on how 

to reach that specific goal, then you will never make it. 

There will be many different steps you will have to take to eventually reach that goal, along 

with many different land mines that you are going to have to stay away from. 

And the Holy Spirit is the only One who will know exactly what steps you will need to take 

to make it into your divine call, along with guiding you around all of the different land mines 

that could knock you right out of your divine destiny for the Lord. 

Here are the two main verses from our Bible that will show you that it is the job of the Holy 

Spirit to lead us in this life and to guide us into all truth. 

 “For as many as are LED BY THE SPIRIT OF GOD, these are sons of God.” 

(Romans 8:14) 

 “However, when He, the Spirit of truth, has come, HE WILL GUIDE YOU INTO 

ALL TRUTH …” (JOHN 16:13) 

The Holy Spirit will not only guide you into your divine destiny for the Lord, but He will also 

guide you as to who God will want you to marry in this life if it will be in His perfect will 

that you get married. 
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The Holy Spirit will also guide you across the board of your entire life if you are open to 

receiving this kind of divine guidance from Him. 

We already have another good detailed article on how to be led by the Holy Spirit. The title 

of this article is, “How to Be Led by the Holy Spirit,” and it is in the Bible Basics section of 

our site. In this article we show you the different ways that the Holy Spirit will communicate 

to you so you can pick up exactly what He will want you to do. 

8. The Holy Spirit Will Teach Us All Things 

Not only will the Holy Spirit be our personal Guide in this life, but He will also be our 

personal Teacher. 

These next two verses are huge, and I mean huge. God wants us to grow in His knowledge in 

this life. And the main reason He wants us to grow in His knowledge is because you cannot 

spiritually grow in the Lord unless you first seek after the knowledge that will cause this 

spiritual growth to occur in the first place. 

One of the main reasons that many Christians do not make much spiritual growth in this life 

is because they are not seeking after the knowledge that will cause this growth to actually 

occur. 

Again, the Holy Spirit needs something to work with to spiritually grow us in this life and 

that something is knowledge. And that knowledge can only obtained from the Bible. 

Just like in the area of sanctification, you need both the Word and the Spirit working together 

to cause any kind of true spiritual growth to occur in this life. 

Here are two major power verses that will show you that the Holy Spirit has been given to us 

by the Lord so that He can teach us all things. 

 “But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, HE WILL 

TEACH YOU ALL THINGS, and bring to your remembrance all things that I have 

said to you.” (John 14:26) 

 “But God has revealed them to us through His Spirit. For the Spirit searches all 

things, yes, the deep things of God. For what man knows the things of a man except 

the spirit of the man which is in him? Even so no one knows the things of God 
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except the Spirit of God. Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the 

Spirit who is from God, that we might know the things that have been freely given 

to us by God.” (1 Corinthians 2:10) 

In the Bible Basics section of our site, we have a very good detailed article on seeking after 

the knowledge of God for your life. The title of this article is, “Seeking After the Knowledge 

of God.” 

In this article, we have some very heavy verses showing you the extreme importance that we 

all be seekers after God’s knowledge for our lives, for with out it, we will never grow in this 

life the way He would like. 

In this article, we have several profound verses that are showing us that God is placing a 

higher value on pursuing His knowledge than pursuing all of the material wealth of this 

world. 

Once again, here are 3 very good verses showing us how extremely important it is that we 

seek after the knowledge of God for our lives. 

 “Happy is the man who finds wisdom, and the man who gains understanding; for 

her proceeds are better than the profits of silver, and her gain than fine gold. She is 

more precious than rubies, and all the things you may desire cannot compare with 

her. Length of days is in her right hand, in her left hand riches and honor. Her 

ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace. She is a tree of life to 

those who take hold of her, and happy are all who retain her.” (Proverbs 3:13) 

 “How much better it is to get wisdom than gold! And to get understanding is to be 

chosen rather than silver.” (Proverbs 16:16) 

 “There is gold and a multitude of rubies, but the lips of knowledge are a precious 

jewel.” (Proverbs 20:15) 

In this day and age, most people have these verses backwards. With all of the material things 

we now have to buy and play with, many more people are seeking after the material wealth 

and possessions of this world instead of seeking after the knowledge of God for their lives. 

For those of you who want a good discourse on seeking after the knowledge of God for your 

life, we highly recommend that you read our article, “Seeking After the Knowledge of God.” 

https://www.bible-knowledge.com/seek/
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This article came in a bit longer than most of our other articles, but I wanted to cover this 

topic very thoroughly due to the extreme importance of it. 

And again, this is the job of the Holy Spirit in our lives, to be our personal Teacher so we can 

learn everything the Lord will want to teach us in this life. 

Not only will the Holy Spirit open up the Bible for us and help us understand what all of the 

different Scripture verses mean and how they can apply to the different parts of our lives, but 

He can also give us knowledge on anything else in our lives. 

The Bible says that the truth will make you free – but you first have to see and understand 

exactly what that truth is before it can work to set you free. 

If you enter into this realm with the Holy Spirit, He will at times allow you to see things from 

His point of view so you can see what the real truth is on many different matters in your life. 

And once you know what the real truth is on a certain matter you may be dealing with, then 

you will know how to properly handle it. 

If you start seeking after the knowledge of God for your life, the Holy Spirit will also start to 

increase your intelligence levels. If you are adding more and more knowledge into your mind 

and brain, then you will not be able to help but get smarter and more intelligent. The mind 

and brain are like a muscle – use it or lose it.  

9. The Holy Spirit Will Anoint Us With His Divine Power 

Not only will the Holy Spirit be our personal Guide and Teacher in this life, but now He is 

going to take it even one step further. He is now going to anoint us with His divine power so 

we can be very good at the position that God will be calling us to play for Him. 

If God is calling you to be a pastor, evangelist, doctor, teacher, or an attorney, then He will 

anoint you with His divine power so you can be very good in that specific calling. And this 

will be God’s divine power flowing and operating through you, not your own limited and 

imperfect power. 

The anointing is really the power of the Holy Spirit operating through you so you can fully 

accomplish what God is asking you to do for Him. And not only can you have the anointing 

of God on your divine calling, but you can also have it on the other areas of your life as well. 
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God can anoint you with His divine power to witness to unbelievers, to cast out demons, to 

heal, to disciple and mentor newborns, to be good parents for your children, and to be a good 

spouse for your marriage mate. 

The Holy Spirit is called the Helper in the Bible, and there is nothing that He cannot give you 

a helping hand on if you will be open to receiving this kind of help from Him. 

Now here are some extremely powerful verses from the Bible showing you that God can 

anoint you with the divine power of His Holy Spirit. 

 “For the eyes of the Lord run to and fro throughout the whole earth, to show 

Himself strong on behalf of those whose heart is loyal to Him.” (2 Chronicles 16:9) 

 ”… but the people who know their God shall be strong, and carry out great 

exploits.” (Daniel 11:32) 

 “This is the word of the Lord to Zerubbabel: ‘Not by might, nor by power, but by 

My Spirit,’ says the Lord of hosts. (Zechariah 4:6) 

 “Behold, I give you the authority to trample on serpents and scorpions, and over all 

the power of the enemy, and nothing shall by any means hurt you.” (Luke 10:19) 

 “But you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you 

shall be witnesses to Me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the 

end of the earth.” (Acts 1:8) 

 “For our gospel did not come to you in word only, but also in power, and in the 

Holy Spirit …” (1 Thessalonians 1:5) 

 “For the kingdom of God is not in word but in power.” (1 Corinthians 4:20) 

 “… in mighty signs and wonders, by the power of the Spirit of God …” (Romans 

15:19) 

 “Truly the signs of an apostle were accomplished among you with all perseverance, 

in signs and wonders and mighty deeds.” (2 Corinthians 12:12) 

 “God also bearing witness both with signs and wonders, with various miracles, and 

gifts of the Holy Spirit …” (Hebrews 2:4) 

 ”And they went out and preached everywhere, the Lord working with them and 

confirming the word through the accompanying signs. Amen.” (Mark 16:20) 

 “And with great power the apostles gave witness to the resurrection of the Lord 

Jesus. And great grace was upon them all.” (Acts 4:33) 

https://www.bible-knowledge.com/resurrection-jesus-fact-fiction/
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 “But the anointing which you have received from Him abides in you …” (1 John 

2:27) 

 “But you have an anointing from the Holy One, and you know all things.” (1 John 

2:20) 

 “Then fear came upon every soul, and many wonders and signs were done through 

the apostles.” (Acts 2:43) 

If God highly anointed the first set of apostles to walk with His divine power so they could 

fully accomplish everything He wanted them to do for Him, then He can also anoint all born-

again believers in this day and age with that very same power so we too can fully accomplish 

everything He will want us to do for Him in the perfect plan and destiny that He has set up 

for our lives. 

10. The Holy Spirit Will Be Our Helper and Comforter in This Life 

These next two ministries from the Holy Spirit are just going to add more to all of this. In the 

New King James Version of the verses I will give you below, they are calling the Holy Spirit 

the Helper. But in the Original King James Version of these verses, they are calling Him the 

Comforter. 

As a result, I believe we can take both of these words as being two additional ministries that 

the Holy Spirit has with all of us. 

Without question, we all need the Holy Spirit as our Helper in this life. With all of the things 

that can go wrong at a moment’s notice, sometimes His supernatural help is going to be the 

only thing that is going to get us through whatever adversity may have just struck us. 

The Holy Spirit cannot only help you with some of the bigger things that will occur in your 

life, but He can also help you with some of the smaller things that you will need His help on. 

I have seen Him help many people with small and trivial things like where to find a 

misplaced item, and how to solve a minor problem at home, school, or the workplace. 

There is literally an infinite number of things where the Holy Spirit can get personally 

involved in so He can give you a helping hand, since His knowledge on all things is perfect 

and ours is not. 
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Here are 4 very good verses showing us that the Holy Spirit is also our Helper in this life. 

 “And I will pray the Father, and He will give you another Helper, that He may 

abide with you forever …” (John 14:16) 

 “Nevertheless I tell you the truth. It is to your advantage that I go away; for if I do 

not go away, the Helper will not come to you; but if I depart, I will send him to 

you.” (John 16:7) 

 “But when the Helper comes, whom I shall send to you from the Father, the Spirit 

of truth who proceeds from the Father, He will testify of Me.” (John 15:26) 

 “But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, He will 

teach you all things, and bring to your remembrance all things that I have said to 

you.” (John 14:26) 

And again, the Original King James Version is using the word “Comforter” instead of the 

word “Helper.” The word “Comforter” is telling us that the Holy Spirit can also help 

comfort us in this life. And we all need plenty of comforting from time to time due to all of 

the tragedy and misfortune that can hit anyone of us at anytime. 

11. The 9 Gifts of the Holy Spirit 

As we have showed you in our article titled, “The 9 Gifts of the Spirit,” there are 9 incredible 

powerful gifts that the Holy Spirit can manifest through any believer any time that He will 

want to do so. The 9 gifts of the Holy Spirit are the following: 

1. The Word of Knowledge 

2. The Word of Wisdom 

3. The Gift of Prophecy 

4. The Gift of Faith 

5. The Gifts of Healings 

6. The Working of Miracles 

7. The Discerning of Spirits 

8. Different Kinds of Tongues 

9. The Interpretation of Tongues 
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And here is the specific verse from the Bible where this powerful revelation is being given to 

us by the Lord: 

“But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to each one for the profit of all: for to one is 

given the word of wisdom through the Spirit, to another the word of knowledge through the 

same Spirit, to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healings by the same 

Spirit, to another the working of miracles, to another prophecy, to another discerning of 

spirits, to another different kinds of tongues, to another the interpretation of tongues. But 

one and the same Spirit works all these things, distributing to each one individually as He 

wills.” (1 Corinthians 12:7-11) 

If you would like to see exactly what all 9 of these gifts are about so you can open yourself 

up to receive them from the Lord, please go to our article titled, “The 9 Gifts of the Holy 

Spirit.” In this article we give you a very good detailed explanation as what each one of these 

9 gifts are all about. 

All of these 9 gifts are major power gifts, and every believer should go to God in sincere and 

heart-felt prayer and ask Him to release any of these 9 gifts through them anytime He will 

want to do so. Some of these gifts can be actual lifesavers, as sometimes the Holy Spirit will 

manifest some of these gifts to save someone’s life. 

12. The 9 Fruits of the Holy Spirit 

And last, but certainly not least, there are 9 very special fruits that the Holy Spirit can 

transmit and impart into our personalities. The 9 fruits of the Holy Spirit are the following: 

1. Love 

2. Joy 

3. Peace 

4. Longsuffering 

5. Kindness 

6. Goodness 

7. Faithfulness 

8. Gentleness 

9. Self-control 

https://www.bible-knowledge.com/gifts-of-the-holy-spirit/
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Now here is the verse where this incredible revelation is being given to us by the Lord: 

“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, 

faithfulness, gentleness, self-control.” (Galatians 5:22) 

These 9 fruits are divine attributes and qualities that will be coming direct from the Holy 

Spirit, not from ourselves. In other words, this will be God’s love, joy, and peace that will 

start to flow and operate through us, not our own limited and imperfect love, joy, and peace. 

And once these kinds of divine qualities start flowing through your personality from the Holy 

Spirit, then you can begin to become the truly sanctified saint that God is calling you to 

become in Him in this life. 

If would like to see a very good detailed article on these 9 fruits of the Holy Spirit, please go 

to our article titled, “The 9 Fruits of the Holy Spirit.” Since I have already gone in-depth on 

this subject matter in this article, I will not go any further with it under this caption. 

Just suffice to say that this is another incredible, knock-your-socks-off ministry that the Holy 

Spirit has with each and every one of us – in that He is willing to release and impart 9 

specific divine qualities and attributes up into our personalities so God can shape, mold, and 

transform us into the express image of His Son Jesus. It simply does not get any better than 

this!! 

However, there is one more verse that I want to add to all of this that will really add some 

more meat to the above revelation on the 9 fruits of the Holy Spirit. This verse is coming 

direct from God the Father from back in the OT. Here is the verse, and then I want to point 

out something to you: 

“I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit within you;; I will take the heart of stone out 

of your flesh and give you a heart of flesh. I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to 

walk in My statutes, and you will keep My judgments and do them.” (Ezekiel 36:26) 

This is God the Father talking to the Jewish people back in the OT. He is talking about the 

day they will end up getting saved in Jesus. And notice how God words what is going to 

happen to them on the inside once they get saved. 
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They are going to receive the Holy Spirit and once that occurs, their hard heart of stone is 

going to be replaced with a heart of flesh. 

A heart of flesh is a tender and compassionate type of heart. And this is what the Holy Spirit 

will do for every single believer. Now more than ever, we need to the Holy Spirit to tenderize 

people’s hearts, as the Bible tells us in the latter days that the love of many will be growing 

cold. 

And when the love of many grows cold, their hearts are going to turn into hearts of stone, 

which will be hearts that will not be capable of feeling any kind of love, compassion, or 

empathy for anyone else but themselves. 

This is another major powerful ministry that the Holy Spirit has with all of us – to turn our 

hard hearts into hearts of flesh so we can start to feel sympathy and compassion for other 

people. 

Put this ministry in with the ministry of imparting the above 9 fruits into our personalities, 

and we are looking at an unbelievable, incredible, supernatural reality with the Holy Spirit. 

And we, as born-again Christians, have direct access into all of this if we will just seek after it 

and work with the Lord once He starts it up in us. 

 

 

Chapter 6 

The Work of the Holy Spirit 

Jesus gives us a summary of the work of the Holy Spirit in verses 12-15. 

12“I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now. 13When the Spirit of 

truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth, for he will not speak on his own authority, 

but whatever he hears he will speak, and he will declare to you the things that are to come. 
14He will glorify me, for he will take what is mine and declare it to you. 15All that the Father 

has is mine; therefore I said that he will take what is mine and declare it to you. (John 16:12–

15 ESV) 

Jesus identifies several key things the Holy Spirit will do: 
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 He will guide us into all truth. 

 Whatever He hears He will speak. 

 He will declare the things that are to come. 

 He will glorify Jesus by taking what belongs to Jesus and declaring it to His people. 

These are the things that the Holy Spirit loves to do and the things we should expect Him to 

do. He is listening to the Father and the Son and He speaks what He hears. He is eager to tell 

us the things that belong to Jesus, and He is eager to anoint the Word of God. Sometimes we 

miss this work of the Holy Spirit because we miss that fact that God enjoys working in 

processes. All throughout creation things grow and develop and mature and they do this 

because God loves it and because He designed things to grow that way. 

We have to be careful not to limit the work of the Holy Spirit to those moments when God 

does something unusual – something vivid and dramatic. That is a critical part of the activity 

of the Holy Spirit, but it is not the complete picture of the work of the Holy Spirit. There are 

things God does instantly, but many things He does gradually over time. This is part of the 

work of the Holy Spirit. Over time He speaks to us about Jesus. He does not just “give” us 

truth; He leads us into it. He trains our mind, our discernment, and our senses by maturing 

us over time. 

Because we tend to emphasize the dramatic and the instant we sometimes completely 

overlook much of the work of the Holy Spirit. God loves processes. Whether it is Moses, 

David, John the Baptist, or Jesus Himself God always develops His servants over 

decades. We want to value all the work of the Holy Spirit and this means valuing those 

dramatic moments when the Holy Spirit breaks in as well as valuing His labor with us over 

time to mature us into who God calls us to be. The Father matured Jesus over time (Luke 

2:52; Hebrews 5:7-9) and He will do the same thing with us. The Holy Spirit loves to do this 

work just as much as He loves to break in suddenly in a moment. 

There is much we could say about the work of the Holy Spirit, but we want to look 

specifically at two things: 

 How the Holy Spirit’s ministry to the church is a picture of the church’s ministry to 

the world. 

 What it means for the Holy Spirit to take what belongs to Jesus and to declare it to the 

church. 

Chapter 7 

The Holy Spirit as a Pattern for the Ministry of the 

Church in the World 

 In the second half of verse 13 Jesus says the Holy Spirit will not speak on His own 

authority, but instead whatever He hears He will speak. When He speaks He will 

declare the things that are to come. 

 13When the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth, for he will not 

speak on his own authority, but whatever he hears he will speak, and he will declare 

to you the things that are to come. (John 16:13 ESV) 
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 These are the things that the Holy Spirit does for the church. Because this is what the 

Holy Spirit does, it is also what a person filled with the Holy Spirit will do. 

 A person filled with the Holy Spirit is empowered to speak out of another’s authority 

of the things he has heard in order to declare to people the things that are to come. 

 As we will see the “things that are to come” are at the heart of the gospel. What we 

need to understand is that in the same way the Holy Spirit serves believers by making 

known the things that are to come, the church is called to function the same way with 

regard to the world. He hears what we do not hear and declares to us the things that 

are to come. We in turn hear what the world does not hear and declare to the world 

the things that are to come. 

 The three things that Holy Spirit does in verse 13 are three keys for how we are to 

function in the world. 

The Holy Spirit Does Not Speak on His Own Authority 

 We are not called to speak on our own authority, but instead to speak on the basis of 

heavenly authority. This is what gives true glory to any verbal witness to the gospel. 

This is also the basis of biblical preaching. It is a tragedy that too often there is 

nothing beyond human authority in our witness and preaching. Too often our words 

have their sole power in our gifts, abilities, and the force of our personality. God does 

use our gifts, abilities, and our personality but they are not to be the ultimate source of 

our authority. 

 God wants to give us His own authority. When we speak – whether it is preaching, 

singing or in conversation – He wants to anoint our words with His power. He wants 

us to experience the exhilaration of the power of God resting on our frame and 

anointing our words. God is so committed to partnership that He gets deep pleasure 

out of giving us His authority to speak His words. He could speak His words on His 

own, but He wants to speak His word in partnership with us. Because of this we have 

to ask, are we speaking things that God can wholeheartedly anoint with His authority? 

Are we speaking that which we have truly heard from Him? 

 The Holy Spirit leads us into all truth because He does not speak on His own 

authority. This is a sobering warning to us that we are not to speak on our own 

authority if we want to lead others into truth. Our basis for authority is the Word of 

God and what God has revealed. When we begin to give our opinions the same weight 

as Scripture we are speaking in our own authority and can no longer lead people into 

all truth. This is how cults form and people are led away from the truth. 

 

The Holy Spirit Speaks What He Hears 

 

 We are called to speak what we hear. One of Jesus’ favorite phrases referred to having 

“ears to hear.” He used that phrase repeatedly in the gospels and in His messages to 

the churches in the book of Revelation. In order to speak what is true, we must 

develop a hearing ear. 

 There are several ways we hear. We are called to hear and respond to the written 

Word of God. In the Scriptures, the Holy Spirit has given us the words of God so that 

we can hear and respond to them. We have so many opinions and ideas, but we are 

called to re-orient ourselves to the word of God. We also hear the word when we 

speak it to one another, both in biblical preaching and in conversation. 
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 16Then those who feared the Lord spoke with one another. The Lord paid attention and 

heard them, and a book of remembrance was written before him of those who feared 

the Lord and esteemed his name. (Malachi 3:16 ESV) 

 This is the reason that Paul told us to sing spiritual songs to each other. Singing the 

word touches our emotions and reminds us of the truth of God’s word. 

 16Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, teaching and admonishing one another in 

all wisdom, singing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, with thankfulness in your 

hearts to God. (Colossians 3:16 ESV) 

 19addressing one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making 

melody to the Lord with your heart, (Ephesians 5:19 ESV) 

 Finally we learn the voice of the Holy Spirit and recognize when he speaks to us. We 

do not want to neglect the practice of listening to the voice of the Holy Spirit as He 

speaks to us. 

 

The Holy Spirit Will Declare the Things That Are to Come 

 

 Like the Spirit we are called to declare the things to come. We are to be a witness to 

the world of a coming King and a coming Kingdom. Though a small number in 

history have declared the return of Jesus in a way that was unbiblical and not helpful, 

that does not change the fact that we are called to speak to the world of the things to 

come. 

 The gospel is ultimately a statement about the King who is coming. It is a warning to 

repent, turn, and prepare for a glorious day in the future when the King will come and 

restore all things. 

 Our gospel is ultimately the message of a coming great salvation. Things will not 

always be the way they are right now. Jesus is going to redeem and restore creation. 

He is going to make all things new. We are also called to warn the earth of a coming 

judgment. God will answer sin. God’s judgment is coming. When you look at the 

New Testament and examine the preaching of the apostles you can see that they 

preached the “things that are to come.” 

 This is why Jesus instructed them to declare the gospel of the kingdom (Matthew 

24:14). This is why they were accused of preaching “another king, another Caesar.” 

(Acts 17:7). It is why Paul gave detailed information about the return of Jesus and the 

end of the age to a relatively new church plant in Thessalonica (2 Thessalonians 2:1-

5). 

The Spirit of Truth  

I have many more things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now. But when he, the 

Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all truth. For he will not speak on his own 

authority, but will speak whatever he hears, and will tell you what is to come. He will glorify 

me, because he will receive from me what is mine and will tell it to you. Everything that the 

Father has is mine; that is why I said the Spirit will receive from me what is mine and will tell 

it to you.” 
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While all Bible students do not agree on this point, it would seem that the Lord and His 

eleven disciples are no longer in the Upper Room. It appears to me that they have left, 

immediately after the question and answer discussion of chapters 13 and 14: “Get up, let us 

go from here” (John 14:31b). 

I take it that the disciples are now winding their way through the narrow streets of Jerusalem, 

making their way toward the Mount of Olives and the Garden of Gethsemane.73 Judas has 

long since left the group and is at this very moment making arrangements to hand Jesus over 

to the authorities (Jewish and Roman). Jesus can now speak freely and frankly, preparing His 

disciples for what lies ahead. He has spoken to them about the ministry of the Holy Spirit to 

the world (verses 8-11); now He speaks of the Spirit’s ministry to His disciples (16:12ff.).  

Jesus has much more to say to them, but this is not the time to do so. I would like to suggest 

that we often wish God would tell us all that He is doing, or is about to do, at the time we 

wish to know it. And yet how gracious God is to withhold from us those things we do not 

need to know, those things which would only cause us needless anguish if we did know them. 

Jesus withheld information from His disciples for their own good. It was another 

manifestation of His grace not to tell them all they wanted to know. God is gracious, both in 

what He reveals, and in what He conceals. I wonder if this is how we view the “unknowns” in 

our life. “The secret things belong to the LORD our God, but those things which are revealed 

belong to us and to our children forever, that we may do all the words of this law” 

(Deuteronomy 29:29, NKJV). 

We should also see from our text an example of the fact that God reveals truth to us 

progressively. Jesus had much to say to them, but not at that moment. Jesus will teach them 

after His resurrection and before His ascension (see Luke 24:13ff.), but most of the teaching 

will be done by the Holy Spirit, after our Lord’s departure. This is the subject of verses 13-

16. While Jesus will be physically absent, the Holy Spirit will be present among and within 

them. The things which the Spirit teaches them are the things which Jesus will be teaching 

them. The reason Jesus can say this is that the truth which the Spirit is teaching is the truth 

which He hears from our Lord. The Spirit’s teaching comes from and glorifies the Lord Jesus 

(verses 3-4), just as our Lord’s teaching came from and glorified the Father (John 8:26, 40). 
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We should take note of the important fact that Jesus is speaking to His disciples here. He 

promises to reveal truth to them through the Spirit. He does not make a general statement, 

that new truth will be revealed to an indefinite number of people, over an indefinite period of 

time.74 He informs them that He will reveal His truth to them. I believe that this promise of 

future revelation through the Holy Spirit is a promise that pertains to the New Testament 

apostles75 and is not a promise which can be claimed by men today. By future revelation, I 

mean revelation which claims to be Scripture and which has authority as Scripture (i.e., the 

Bible). It seems clear to me that the apostles, through whom the New Testament Scriptures 

were given, were viewed as a distinct group, confined to New Testament times. Those who 

were to be regarded as true apostles were accredited by the “signs of a true apostle”: 

1 Therefore we must pay closer attention to what we have heard, so that we do not drift away. 

2 For if the message spoken through angels proved to be so firm that every violation or 

disobedience received its just penalty, 3 how will we escape if we neglect such a great 

salvation? It was first communicated through the Lord and was confirmed to us by those who 

heard him, 4 while God confirmed their witness with signs and wonders and various miracles 

and gifts of the Holy Spirit distributed according to his will (Hebrews 2:1-4). 

16 For we did not follow cleverly concocted fables when we made known to you the power 

and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ; no, we were eyewitnesses of his grandeur. 17 For he 

received honor and glory from God the Father, when that voice was conveyed to him by the 

Majestic Glory: “This is my dear Son, in whom I am delighted.” 18 When this voice was 

conveyed from heaven, we ourselves heard it, for we were with him on the holy mountain. 19 

Moreover, we possess the prophetic word as an altogether reliable thing. You do well if you 

pay attention to this as you would to a light shining in a murky place, until the day dawns and 

the morning star rises in your hearts. 20 Above all, you do well if you recognize this: no 

prophecy of scripture ever comes about by the prophet’s own imagination, 21 for no 

prophecy was ever borne of human impulse; rather, men carried along by the Holy Spirit 

spoke from God (2 Peter 1:16-21). 

Indeed, the signs of an apostle were performed among you with great perseverance by signs 

and wonders and powerful deeds (2 Corinthians 12:12). 
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A further observation should be noted. Jesus promises to reveal all truth to the apostles. We 

know that this does not mean that He will reveal all knowledge. How could the omniscience 

(all-knowing) of God be revealed to men? John makes clear that his Gospel, as all the others, 

is but a sampling of the things Jesus said and did: “This is the disciple who testifies about 

these things and has written these things, and we know that his testimony is true. There are 

many other things that Jesus did. If every one of them were written down, I suppose the 

whole world would not have room for the books that would be written” (John 21:24-25). 

Jesus must therefore mean that all the truth which is necessary for the church will be revealed 

through the apostles, and that there will be no lack to be made up later on. The words of Paul 

seem to support this conclusion as well: 

18 When they arrived, he said to them, “You yourselves know how I lived the whole time I 

was with you, from the first day I set foot in Asia, 19 serving the Lord with all humility and 

with tears, and with the trials that happened to me because of the plots of the Jews. 20 You 

know that I did not hold back from proclaiming to you anything that would be helpful, and 

from teaching you publicly and from house to house, 21 testifying to both Jews and Greeks 

about repentance toward God and faith in our Lord Jesus. … 25 And now I know that none of 

you among whom I went around proclaiming the kingdom will see me again. 26 Therefore I 

declare to you today that I am innocent of the blood of you all. 27 For I did not hold back 

from announcing to you the whole purpose of God. 28 Watch out for yourselves and for all 

the flock of which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to shepherd the church of God 

that he obtained with the blood of his own Son. 29 I know that after I am gone fierce wolves 

will come in among you, not sparing the flock. 30 Even from among your own group men 

will arise, teaching perversions of the truth to draw the disciples away after them. 31 

Therefore be alert, remembering that night and day for three years I did not stop warning 

each one of you with tears. 32 And now I entrust you to God and to the message of his grace. 

This message is able to build you up and give you an inheritance among all those who are 

sanctified” (Acts 20:18-21, 25-32). 

In this text, Paul claims to have taught the Ephesians all the truth they needed to know. If 

they were taught all they needed to know, then there is no need for further revelation. Beyond 
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this, Paul warns that false teachers will seek to convey “new truth,” which is nothing more 

than “man-made teaching” that appeals to fleshly desires and which will attract a following. 

Peter’s words also imply a completeness concerning that which our Lord will reveal to and 

through His apostles: 

3 I can pray this because his divine power has bestowed on us everything necessary for life 

and godliness through the rich knowledge of the one who called us by his own glory and 

excellence. 4 Through these things he has bestowed on us his precious and most magnificent 

promises, so that by means of what was promised you may become partakers of the divine 

nature, after escaping the worldly corruption that is produced by evil desire (2 Peter 1:3-4). 

Leon Morris therefore issues a sober warning: 

Believers should be very careful here, for from time to time through the history of the 

Christian church, people have arisen who have said that they had new revelations and they 

have led people astray. It is important for us to keep a firm hold on the truth that the 

definitive revelation has been given in Scripture. Christian teaching is the teaching God gave 

through Christ and Christ’s apostles. Nothing can claim to be authentic Christian teaching 

that does not agree with this.76  

Allow me to point out one more observation. The revelation which our Lord promises the 

apostles is not only from Christ, it is Christ-centered: “He will glorify me, because he will 

receive from me what is mine and will tell it to you. Everything that the Father has is mine; 

that is why I said the Spirit will receive from me what is mine and will tell it to you” (John 

16:14-15). 

The revelation which is promised is that truth which has come from the Father, to the Son, 

and through the Spirit. It is thus our Lord’s teaching. But it is not merely the teaching of (i.e. 

from) our Lord; it is the teaching concerning our Lord. False revelations are those which 

appeal to man’s fallen desires (2 Timothy 4:1-4; 2 Peter 2:18-22), which elevate men (Acts 

20:30; 1 Corinthians 1:10ff.), and which draw men’s focus away from Christ (1 Corinthians 

1:22-31; 2 Peter 2:1; 1 John 2:18-25). Any teaching which claims to be divine revelation and 

does not exalt Christ is false teaching. A preacher friend of mine used to say, “All false 
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teaching is either the Bible plus, or the Bible minus.” False teaching either seeks to add to or 

to take away from Scripture. I think one can also say, “All false teaching is either Christ plus, 

or Christ minus.” Paul would say, “True teaching is Christ only.”77 

The Disciples’ Joy78  

(16:16-24) 

16 “In a little while you will see me no longer; again after a little while, you will see me.” 17 

Then some of his disciples said to one another, “What is the meaning of what he is saying, ‘In 

a little while you will not see me; again after a little while, you will see me,’ and, ‘because I 

am going to the Father’?” 18 So they kept on repeating, “What is the meaning of what he 

says, ‘In a little while’? We do not understand what he is talking about.” 19 Jesus could see 

that they wanted to ask him about these things, so he said to them, “Are you asking each 

other about this—that I said, ‘In a little while you will not see me; again after a little while, 

you will see me’? 20 I tell you the solemn truth, you will weep and wail, but the world will 

rejoice; you will be sad, but your sadness will turn into joy. 21 When a woman gives birth she 

has distress because her time has come, but when her child is born, she no longer remembers 

the suffering because of her joy that a human being has been born into the world. 22 So also 

you have sorrow now, but I will see you again, and your hearts will rejoice, and no one will 

take your joy away from you. 23 At that time you will ask79 me nothing. I tell you the solemn 

truth, whatever you ask the Father in my name he will give you.80 24 Until now you have not 

asked81 for anything in my name. Ask and you will receive it, so that your joy may be 

complete. 

Jesus made a comment about the future, which His disciples found impossible to understand: 

“In a little while you will see me no longer; again after a little while, you will see me” 

(verse 16). No one seemed willing to address their questions to Jesus. Instead, they spoke 

among themselves. It would appear that this took place as the disciples wound their way 

through the narrow streets of Jerusalem, on their way to the Mount of Olives and the Garden 

of Gethsemane. How and why would they not see Jesus? To what period of time was Jesus 

referring by the expression, “a little while”? How and when would they see Jesus after a little 

while? What did He mean by saying He was “going to the Father”?82  
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Jesus overheard His disciples (although He would have known through His omniscience), 

and graciously began to explain His words to them, although they still didn’t understand. 

Jesus lets them know that He is answering the questions which they had just discussed among 

themselves. Soon, they will “weep and wail,” while the world will rejoice. The term “weep” 

is frequently employed for the mourning that occurs due to the death of someone (see Mark 

5:39; Luke 7:13; 8:52; John 11:31, 33). Indeed it is used in Mark 16:10 for the disciples, who 

wept over the death of our Lord. Jesus is therefore telling His disciples that they will 

momentarily experience great sorrow over His death. At this same period of time, the 

unbelievers (the world) who have crucified Jesus will rejoice over His death. It will seem like 

their hour of triumph. At last, they are rid of Jesus, or so it appears. The disciples’ time of 

sorrow will be short, and then their sorrow will be turned to joy. How great the joy of the 

disciples was when they learned that Jesus had been raised from the dead (Luke 24:41, 52).83  

It has been observed that Jesus does not tell His disciples that their sorrow will be replaced 

by joy, but rather that their sorrow will be turned into joy. There is a very significant 

difference. Many wish to have joy, but they want to have it without sorrow. If joy is sorrow 

which God has transformed into joy, then we must endure the sorrow to experience the joy. 

This truth is illustrated by our Lord’s words which follow in verse 21. What a blessing it is 

for a woman to be able to bear a child … and, what a pain! She must first endure the pains of 

childbirth before she can enjoy the pleasure of holding that child in her arms. The birth of a 

child comes only through the pain of childbirth. So it is with suffering and sorrow in the lives 

of our Lord’s disciples. There is a short time of pain, but that very pain is transformed into 

eternal joy. Paul describes it this way: 

16 Therefore we do not despair, but even if our physical body is wearing away, our inner 

person is being renewed day by day. 17 For our momentary light suffering is producing for us 

an eternal weight of glory far beyond all comparison, 18 because we are not looking at what 

can be seen but at what cannot be seen; for what can be seen is temporary, but what cannot be 

seen is eternal (2 Corinthians 4:16-18). 

As it is for a woman in childbirth, so it will be for the disciples. They will experience great 

sorrow because of the death of Jesus, but they will see Him again, raised from the dead. This 
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will turn their sorrow into everlasting joy, a joy that no one will ever be able take away from 

them.  

In 16:5, Jesus seems to mildly rebuke His disciples for not asking Him any more questions 

about where He is going. They did not ask for all the wrong reasons. They didn’t want Jesus 

to know they didn’t understand. They didn’t want to admit their ignorance. They didn’t want 

to look bad. But when they see Him again, raised from the dead, then they will not ask Him 

anything (16:23), because they will not need to. At that time, whatever they ask84 the Father 

in the name of the Son will be given to them. Jesus commands them to pray in His name, 

assured that they will receive what they have requested, and in so doing, their joy will be 

made complete. 

Consider the inference of these words. Christian joy is not to be found in having everything 

you’ve ever wanted. Joy is not the lack of want,85 but rather in having needs so great that only 

God can fill them, and then in seeing Him provide for us in response to our prayers. The 

Father will give us what we have requested, so that we may experience great joy. In other 

words—words which we have heard before—joy is the result of abiding in Christ. 

Though the disciples will experience great sorrow for the next few days, their hearts will 

rejoice when they see Jesus once again. This joy cannot be taken from them. The disciples 

were concerned because Jesus was going away, where they could not follow. They thought 

they were losing Him, but in truth they were gaining Him. His promise is that He will never 

leave them nor forsake them (Hebrews 13:5). Through the ministry of the Holy Spirit, our 

Lord will continue to dwell among them, in a more intimate and permanent way. Since their 

joy is in Him and He will never leave them, no one will ever be able to rob them of their joy 

in Him. 

The disciples have not yet begun to enjoy the benefits of this new relationship. They have not 

yet petitioned the Father for their needs in the name of Jesus Christ. They are now 

encouraged to do so. Jesus assures them that when they make their requests in His name, the 

Father will provide for them, and in this they will experience an even greater joy than they 

have known up to this point in time. It is not getting worse for the disciples, as they fear; it is 

getting better and better. 
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Is this promise of our Lord’s presence, of answered prayers, and of permanent joy not ours, 

as well as the disciples who first heard Jesus speak of it? Why is it, then, that we find so 

many joyless Christians? I would suggest it may be because we are looking for joy in all the 

wrong places. It is His joy that we are to pursue (see John 15:11). This is not the “joy” that 

the world seeks. The world seeks for a “joy” that is rooted in the absence of trials and 

suffering, that delights in the promotion of self-interest, and often in the downfall of one’s 

rivals. First and foremost, our joy is knowing for certain that Jesus is alive, risen from the 

dead (see Matthew 28:8; Luke 24:41, 52). Our joy is in the abasement of self, in the 

exaltation of Jesus Christ (see John 3:29), and in sacrificial service (Philippians 2:17). Our 

joy is in the Lord, in His salvation, and His working in the lives of others (Acts 15:3; Romans 

15:13; 1 Thessalonians 2:19-20; 1 John 1:4; 3 John 4). 

If we abide in Him, what pleases Him pleases us; what grieves Him grieves us; what gives 

Him great joy becomes our joy as well. When false teachers come, they seek to turn us from 

Christ, and to the degree that they are able to do this, they rob us of our hope, our joy, our 

love, and all that comes from Him. No wonder Paul is so emphatic about the sufficiency and 

centrality of Christ: 

1 For I want you to know how great a struggle I have for you, and for those in Laodicea, and 

for as many as have not met me face to face.  My goal is that their hearts, having been knit 

together in love, may be encouraged, and that they may have all the riches of full assurance in 

their understanding of the knowledge of the mystery of God, namely, Christ, 3 in whom are 

hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.  I say this so that no one will deceive you 

through arguments that sound reasonable.  For though I am absent from you in body, I am 

present with you in spirit, rejoicing to see the order and the firmness of your faith in Christ.   

Therefore, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to live your lives in him,  

rooted and built up in him and firm in your faith just as you were taught, and overflowing 

with thankfulness. 8 Be careful not to allow anyone to captivate you through an empty, 

deceitful philosophy that is according to human traditions and the elemental spirits of the 

world, and not according to Christ.  
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For in him all the fullness of deity lives in bodily form and you have been filled in him, who 

is the head over every ruler and authority.  In him you also were circumcised—not, however, 

with a circumcision performed by human hands, but by the removal of the fleshy body, that 

is, through the circumcision done by Christ.  Having been united with him in baptism, you 

also have been raised with him through your faith in the power of God who raised him from 

the dead.  And even though you were dead in your transgressions and in the uncircumcision 

of your flesh, he nonetheless made you alive with him, having forgiven all your 

transgressions. He has destroyed what was against us, a certificate of indebtedness expressed 

in decrees opposed to us. He has taken it away by nailing it to the cross, 15 and disarming the 

rulers and authorities, he has made a public disgrace of them, triumphing over them by the 

cross (Colossians 2:1-15). 

 

 

The Disciples’ Peace  

(16:25-33) 

“I have told you these things in obscure figures of speech; a time is coming when I will no 

longer speak to you in obscure figures, but will tell you plainly about the Father.  At that time 

you will ask in my name, and I do not say that I will ask the Father on your behalf.  For the 

Father himself loves you, because you have loved me and have believed that I came from 

God. 28 I came from the Father and entered into the world; but in turn, I am leaving the 

world and going back to the Father.”  

His disciples said, “Look, now you are speaking plainly and not in obscure figures of speech! 

Now we know that you know everything and do not need anyone to ask you anything. 

Because of this we believe that you have come from God.”  

31 Jesus replied, “Do you now believe?  Look, a time is coming—and has come—when you 

will be scattered, each one to his own home, and I will be left alone. Yet I am not alone, 

because my Father is with me. I have told you these things so that in me you may have peace. 

In the world you have trouble and suffering; but have courage, I have conquered the world.” 
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You can see that verses 25-33 are an interchange between Jesus and His disciples. In verses 

25-28, Jesus makes His disciples a very encouraging promise. He knows that they are 

mystified about all that He has been saying to them about the future. He is speaking in vague 

terms so that they will not understand immediately, but also in order that they will understand 

in the future. They will soon look back and recall that the very things that had happened to 

them were the things Jesus foretold.  

Jesus promises that a time is coming when His obscure speech will be replaced by very clear 

teaching. At that time, He will tell them plainly about the Father. At that time, they will ask in 

His name, and their petitions will be granted. He has already promised this, but here He 

indicates a substantial change. It is but another one of those “improvements” which the 

disciples are about to experience in the future, because of His going away. When they 

petition the Father in the name of the Son, they will not merely receive the answer to their 

prayers through the Son. They will receive the answers to their prayers directly from the 

Father. Jesus will have an intercessory ministry on our behalf, but His work on the cross will 

bring about a personal, intimate relationship between the Father and all who trust in His Son. 

No wonder the veil was torn asunder when Jesus died on the cross (Matthew 27:51). We now 

can come to God directly, because of the Son: 

Therefore, brothers and sisters, since we have confidence to enter the sanctuary by the blood 

of Jesus,  by the fresh and living way that he inaugurated for us through the curtain, that is, 

through his flesh, and since we have a great priest over the house of God,  let us draw near 

with a sincere heart in the full assurance that faith brings, because we have had our hearts 

sprinkled clean from an evil conscience and our bodies washed in pure water. And let us hold 

unwaveringly to the hope that we confess, for the one who made the promise is trustworthy.  

And let us take thought of how to spur one another on to love and good works, not 

abandoning our own meetings, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging each other, 

and even more so because you see the day drawing near (Hebrews 10:19-25). 

The Father will personally attend to the prayers of Jesus’ disciples, because of His love for 

them, a love which is the same as His love for the Son (14:23; 17:26). He will do so because 

of the Son’s coming to this earth (to die for our sins) and because He has returned to the 
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Father. These benefits are the fruit of our Lord’s coming and leaving. Once more, it is better 

for them that He should depart (John 16:7). 

What incredible blessings Jesus promises His disciples! But they didn’t understand a thing 

He was saying, as John makes very clear by the words of verses 29 and 30. Paraphrased, the 

disciples seem to be saying: 

“Why didn’t you say so sooner? Now we get it. Okay, it’s all clear to us now. You’re no 

longer speaking in riddles, but plainly. Now we see that You really do know everything, so 

that we don’t have to ask You any more questions, to help You clarify any points. And 

because we now see this clearly, we believe that You have truly come from God.” 

Notice what they are saying here. They have not repeated any of the content of Jesus’ latest 

words. They have not told Him what they think He has just said, so that He can confirm the 

accuracy of their interpretations. They have only told Him that they understand, and because 

of this, they won’t need to question Him further. This is a very neat way of giving the 

impression you know something that you don’t and of explaining why you are not asking any 

questions. 

No doubt they did believe that Jesus had come from God. I do doubt that they grasped what 

His return to the Father was all about, and I’m virtually certain they don’t have a clue as to 

what He has just told them. They are embarrassed at their ignorance, and they want to look 

good in His eyes. They want His approval, and at the same time, they want Him to think they 

understand everything He is saying so that He won’t be frustrated by their confusion. The 

simple fact is that no matter what they profess to grasp, they cannot and do not understand 

what Jesus has been telling them. He has, in fact, been telling them that they would not 

understand what He was saying to them, not now anyway. 

Jesus patiently and lovingly deals with His disciples at this moment of ignorance and 

confusion. He did not expect them to understand. However, He does not allow their pretense 

to stand, unchallenged. He is the One who is all-knowing, and this includes His knowledge of 

what they claim to know, and yet do not. And so He says to them (loosely paraphrased): 
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“I know you really don’t understand, and the level of your present belief is far from 

impressive. Time will tell. There is a time coming, coming very soon, when you will all 

abandon Me and scatter, hiding out in your own homes. You will leave Me alone, but I won’t 

really be alone because the Father is with Me. The reason I have told you these things is not 

with the expectation that you would understand them immediately (as you have professed to 

do), but so that you may have great peace in the future, when you see how all these things of 

which I have spoken take, just as I said. You will then see that all things are under My 

control. You will see how this tribulation of mine was purposed to bring about great blessing 

for you. Thus, in the midst of your tribulations on My behalf, you will have courage, knowing 

that I have conquered the world.” 

Jesus lets His disciples know that they have not put anything over on Him, that He knows full 

well that they still do not understand what He is saying, or what is about to take place. The 

belief they profess is not nearly as strong as they suppose. The events of the next few hours 

will prove this, for virtually every one of them will abandon Him. And when these traumatic 

days pass and the words of our Lord come to pass, then they will be greatly strengthened in 

their faith, and empowered to live courageously in a hostile world, knowing that Christ has 

won the victory over the world. 

Chapter 8 

Divine empowerment: The Holy Spirit 

and church revitalisation 

How do principles of church revitalisation correlate with the divine work of the Holy Spirit? 

This article argues that the Spirit is the primary agent of church revitalisation, and church 

leaders should cooperate with the Spirit as he works for revitalisation. Thus the Spirit 

empowers church leaders who are used by him to revive, renew, and revitalise a church 

community. After briefly defining the Spirit's empowerment with biblical examples, this 

article examines the underlying principles of empowerment for church leaders, followed by 

briefly considering methodology for church revitalisation. The author concludes by 

suggesting several signs of biblical empowerment in a local church community. 

Empowerment: Wait for power from on high 
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Church revitalisation always begins as the work of the Holy Spirit in the church. This fact 

should come as no surprise to those who confess that the Holy Spirit is sovereign. The 

sovereignty of the divine Spirit, in both personal conversation and church renewal, has been 

confessed by Christians since the Early Church. Some church leaders seem - at least in 

practice - to make the divine work of the Spirit dependant on or conditional to human 

activity. Lloyd-Jones (1959) writes: 

I would affirm that much of the modern approach to evangelism, with its techniques and 

methods, is unnecessary if we really believe in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit and His 

application of God's message. I suggest that our 'techniques' and our 'mechanics' actually 

divert the attention of people from 'the truth of the message' to some lower, particular, 

immediate and practical action which may have the opposite effect what is intended. (pp. 39-

40) 

But most protestant theologians have maintained, at least in theory, the sovereignty of the 

Holy Spirit in regeneration, in the believer's life of sanctification, and collectively in church 

renewal7 - even though in practice the Spirit's sovereignty can often be overlooked. 

The history of the Early Church gives clear evidence in several biblical passages of the 

Spirit's sovereign power in the church. Perhaps the clearest passage is Acts 1:6-11, which 

gives an account of Jesus' parting instructions to the leaders of the New Testament Church. 

Parallel to the Great Commission passages, Jesus here instructs these church leaders to wait 

for divine empowerment for the task of witnessing of Christ. Acts 1:8 is essential to this 

passage and the whole book: 'But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come 

upon you, and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the 

end of the earth.' Thus, when the Holy Spirit would come, then they will receive power to be 

witnesses of Christ. 

Jesus' parting instructions were not new for these church leaders. He had already given 

similar instructions. Earlier Jesus 'ordered them not to depart from Jerusalem, but to wait for 

the promise of the Father' (Ac 1:4). And shortly after his resurrection, Jesus said, 'You are 

witnesses of these things. And behold, I am sending the promise of my Father upon you. But 

stay in the city until you are clothed with power from on high' (Lk 24:48-49). It is evident 

that these concepts - waiting for power from on high and being filled with the Holy Spirit in 

order to become witnesses of the things of Christ - were not strange to the disciples. 

What is the promise of the Father and the power from on high of which Jesus spoke? The 

promise of the Father is the anticipated filling of the Holy Spirit that Jesus had spoken about 

in the Upper Room Discourse (Jn 13-17) and elsewhere (e.g. Lk 24:44-49; Jn 20:19-23). The 

Father's promise was fulfilled when the Holy Spirit was sent, by God the Father and the risen 

Christ, into the church for the first time at Pentecost (Ac 2:1ff.). The Holy Spirit, as 

promised, was poured out into the church at Pentecost, and he still continues to fill believers 

for gospel ministry. 

Jesus spoke in Acts 1:8 and elsewhere of the power from on high. Again, it is the personal 

presence of the Holy Spirit who was predicted by Jesus Christ before his ascension. This 

power from on high should not be equated with a mystical energy as described by some 

religions (Sufi Islam, Eastern mysticism, postmodern spirituality, etc.). Nor is this power to 

be equated with the magical forces of either traditional religion (mana, muti, miracles, etc.) or 

modern sensationalists. The power of which Jesus spoke is none other than the Holy Spirit 
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himself, who personally fills Christian believers with a measure of his presence and who 

empowers them for gospel ministry. 

Without the presence and power of the Holy Spirit, all gospel ministry is to no avail. Thus the 

New Testament literature calls us to walk by the Spirit (Gl 5:16-26), to be filled with the 

Spirit (Eph 5:18), to be co-workers with the Spirit (2 Cor 6:1), et cetera. Therefore attempting 

church revitalisation without his empowerment contradicts the parting instructions of Jesus to 

the first leaders of the New Testament Church. Waiting upon the Spirit's presence and 

empowerment is a necessary prerequisite for church revitalisation. 

The second passage, Acts 4:23-31, is equally important. The same truth is expressed, this 

time in living application within the gathered community of believers. This passage follows 

an account of the early persecution against the believers. Though challenged by the recent 

persecution, the believers gathered for corporate prayer, confessing God's sovereignty and 

praying for boldness to witness of Christ. God's immediate answer to their prayer is given in 

Acts 4:31: 'And when they had prayed, the place in which they were gathered together was 

shaken, and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and continued to speak the word of God 

with boldness.' 

The focus of this passage is not on the temporary and extraordinary shaking of the place, but 

on the two results,8 namely that all the believers (including but not limited to the apostles) 

were filled with the Holy Spirit, and that they continued to witness with boldness. The filling 

of the Holy Spirit is evidenced here as a fresh and deepened experience of the personal 

presence of the Holy Spirit in the life of a believer as a result of constantly walking in the 

Spirit (Gl 5:16-25) and living in a way that never grieves the Spirit (Eph 4:30; cf. Is 63:10; cf. 

also DeVries 2007:138-149; Köstenberger 1997:229-240). As a result of the Spirit's filling, 

the believers spontaneously spoke the Word with boldness. They were revived - we could say 

revitalised - by a fresh filling of the Holy Spirit, which spontaneously motivated them with 

boldness in gospel ministry. Thus one can conclude that whilst you are waiting for the Spirit's 

presence and empowerment, you should busy yourself - as did the believers in this passage - 

with prayer that confesses God's sovereignty. 

Additional passages in the book of Acts and other New Testament books also highlight the 

importance of the divine presence and empowerment of the Holy Spirit. Acts 11:19-21, for 

example shows how the Holy Spirit as the primary agent used the cross-cultural witness of 

believers to work a revival in a new territory. It is clear from these passages and others that 

the Holy Spirit was sent into the church by the Father and Son in order to empower believers 

for gospel ministry, and that the presence and empowerment of the Spirit is necessary for 

church revitalisation. 

  

Principle: Competent ministers of Christ's Spirit 

The essential prerequisite for church revitalisation is the presence and empowerment of the 

Holy Spirit. As stated, church revitalisation always begins with the work of the Holy Spirit in 

the church. Yet confessing that the Holy Spirit is the primary agent of ministry in the church 

does not mean Christians do not have any work to do. Nor does it mean Christians should 

passively wait for some mystical experience of the Spirit's power, without doing the work we 

have already been instructed to do. Even whilst we - as secondary agents - wait for the power 
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of the Spirit to work, we busy ourselves with speaking the Word and with prayer. Passionate 

prayer for the Spirit's divine work is the pattern of the Early Church in the book of Acts. 

Church history teaches the same lesson (Murray 1994:127-131). 

What then should church leaders do to prepare for and promote church revitalisation? There 

is much to be done, whilst remaining grounded on and within the framework of biblical 

principles. Consider the following three principles related to the Holy Spirit and church 

revitalisation. 

Firstly, church leaders cannot give new life or produce revival, but they can work and pray in 

faith. Acts 4:23-31, as just explained, is a clear example of this principle. The believers 

prayed for power to do what they had been commanded to do and were busy doing. Thus 

church leaders can pray for grace, power, and courage to do what will hopefully lead to 

church revitalisation. Confessing in prayer that they cannot produce revival or revitalise 

churches, places themselves and their ministries under the sovereignty of God; working in 

this personal weakness to preach the Word and witness of Christ causes them to trust in God's 

sovereignty and to hope for the results that only the Holy Spirit can produce. Thus their work 

in ministry, when based on the right principles, will cause them to confess their own 

weakness even whilst it also increases their trust and hope in God's Spirit (2 Cor 12:9-10). 

Secondly, church leaders are not made competent by their own abilities or previous successes 

in ministry, but their competency is from God by his Spirit within them regardless of 

measurable results. This principle of spiritual competence is taught most clearly in 2 

Corinthians 3:4-6: 

Such is the confidence that we have through Christ toward God. Not that we are [competent] 

in ourselves to claim anything as coming from us, but our [competency] is from God, who has 

made us competent to be ministers of a new covenant, not of the letter but of the Spirit. For 

the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life. 

The apostle Paul argues that God makes us competent for ministry, not by rhetoric or human 

wisdom (1 Cor 2:1-5), but in a living relationship with him by the Holy Spirit. When the 

Spirit continues to clear away the veil of unbelief and ignorance from our own eyes, and as 

we continue to gaze at the glory of Christ, only then, by the Spirit of life, we are transformed 

into the character of Christ (2 Cor 3:18). It is this transformation process that makes one a 

competent minister. 

Competence in church revitalisation is not found, first of all, by promoting the sociological 

factors that are known to often make a church grow. Nor is it by certain communication skills 

or natural leadership ability. The secret of competence is not found in the application of 

church growth principles that may have produced results in the past. Spiritual competence for 

ministry is found only within a living relationship in the Spirit as we become increasingly 

Christ-like in our character and ministry. 

It is in this living relationship with the triune God that the Holy Spirit fills us, produces fruit 

within us, and gives spiritual gifts that are used for the revitalisation of God's church. It is the 

filling of the Holy Spirit and his gifts that make us competent, not our own wisdom or 

abilities as empowered by these gifts.9 Thus the source of competence should be highlighted 

and not just the abilities, methodologies, and strategies that the Spirit produces through us. 
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This principle of competence in the Spirit gives Paul great confidence, hope, courage, 

freedom, and motivation for gospel ministry (2 Cor 3:4, 12, 17; 4:1). 

Thirdly, we are dependent and the Holy Spirit is sovereign. The Spirit has chosen to use 

certain means and we are bounded by these means. The Spirit normally chooses to work 

together with us mediately (i.e. with the means), though he also works immediately (i.e. 

without means) and powerfully in the soul (cf. Packer 1990:295).10 Therefore whilst church 

leaders can participate with the Spirit in using means for spiritual conversion and church 

renewal, their work should be limited to using these means faithfully whilst leaving the 

outcome to the sovereign Spirit. 

Yet because the Spirit's work is always effectual, our work should always be expectant. The 

Spirit always effectually accomplishes what he has intended to do, whether his purpose is 

only to vindicate Christ's righteousness or whether it is also to renew spiritual life in 

individuals and entire communities. Thus, as Paul writes, we are sincere and earnest and even 

humbly triumphant in our work: 'For we are not, as so many, peddling the word of God; but 

as of sincerity, but as from God, we speak in the sight of God in Christ'; (2 Cor 2:2:17; cf. 

also Edwards 2010).11 

Therefore, in order to be competent church leaders who promote church revitalisation, they 

should seek consistently to operate grounded on these principles and within the framework of 

the Spirit's normal means for church renewal. It is in this way that one will increasingly walk 

by the Spirit and grow in spiritual ability so as to be used by the Holy Spirit in his work of 

revival, renewal and revitalisation. 

  

Methodology: The normal way of the Spirit's work 

It is important to study the means and methods that the Holy Spirit normally uses to produce 

church renewal. Since believers are dependent on his sovereign work and are competent only 

in their spiritual relation through him with Christ, it is vitally necessary for believers to 

pattern our methodologies according to the normal way of the Spirit's work. When we use 

methods that recognise the sovereignty of the Holy Spirit and that cooperate with his 

powerful work, then his power is operational through us and he will often sovereignly bless 

our feeble efforts. But if we use methods that are inconsistent with the Spirit's normal way of 

working or that do not confess his sovereignty we are likely wasting our efforts since it is less 

likely that he will bless these methods. 

This seems to be the lesson of 1 Corinthians 2:1-5. Paul consciously chose not to use certain 

methods, neither because they were necessarily wrong, and nor because he did not desire to 

persuade sinners to be reconciled with God (cf. 2 Cor 5:11-21), but rather because he 

consciously bound himself to means which would demonstrate the Spirit and power, so that, 

ultimately, the faith of his audience would be grounded in God's power and not in Paul's 

ability. Church leaders likewise should pattern their methods after the normal work of the 

Spirit since they desire the same result, not of counterfeit change but of lasting spiritual 

church revitalisation. 

What are the means and methods that the Holy Spirit normally uses to work church 

revitalisation? Many such methods can be gleaned from biblical examples and from church 
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history. The following two methods, however, are most common. The Spirit always works by 

communicating the Word about Christ, and the Spirit usually starts to work by confronting 

sin. Our efforts and methods for church revitalisation therefore should be patterned after and 

consistent with these common works of the Holy Spirit. 

Firstly, the Holy Spirit always works by communicating the Word about Christ. There is an 

inseparable relationship between Christ and the Spirit of Christ, and there is a perfect 

harmony between the objective truth as revealed in the Scriptures and the subjective witness 

of the Spirit who inspired the Scriptures. Indeed, the teaching of this relationship and 

harmony is one of the strengths of the reformed tradition. Though John Calvin's contributions 

are misunderstood by many, his explanation of the inseparable relationship of the Spirit and 

Word of God resonates with the biblical record and remains unsurpassed (cf. Packer 1987).12 

As Calvin taught in many places, the communication of the gospel is made effective only 

when the Holy Spirit joins himself with the Word.13 Furthermore in relation to missional 

ministry and the Spirit's evangelistic conviction, J.H. Bavinck (1960) explains that the Holy 

Spirit: 

convinces man of sin, even where previously no consciousness of sin was apparently present. 

The Holy Spirit uses the word of the preacher and touches the heart of the hearer, making it 

accessible to the word. (p. 229) 

Thus the Word of God is the primary means of the Holy Spirit's work. There are many modes 

of how the Word can be communicated - preaching, teaching, counselling, evangelism, et 

cetera - but the method of the Spirit's work with the Word remains essential. 

Secondly, the Holy Spirit usually starts to work by confronting sin. On the night before his 

crucifixion, Jesus instructed his disciples that he would send the Holy Spirit to be with them 

(Jn 14:26ff.) and to empower them for witness (Jn 15:26-27). When the Holy Spirit comes, 

Jesus said, he would guide them into deeper understandings of the truth about Christ (Jn 

16:13-15) - the Word joined by the Spirit as explained above - and he would 'convict the 

world concerning sin and righteousness and judgment' (Jn 16:8; cf. Calvin 2003b).14 This 

conviction of sin is usually the first work of the Holy Spirit in the life of every individual (cf. 

Sibbes 2001).15 

The Spirit's work of conviction is for the purpose of causing people to recognise their 

sinfulness, to repent of their sin, and to run to Jesus Christ for the forgiveness and healing 

that he alone can give.16 Without the Spirit's work of conviction, there is no evangelical 

repentance and thus no true spiritual need for Jesus Christ and his salvation. Thus without this 

work of the Spirit there can be no personal regeneration, and corporately, no revitalisation in 

the church. This has also historically been the usual pattern of the Spirit's work in times of 

revival. Murray (1994:163ff.) states: 'All awakenings begin with the return of a profound 

conviction of sin.' 

What does this conviction of sin look like in practical cases of church revitalisation? In 

individuals, this conviction is usually seen in a growing awareness and aversion for internal 

sins such as pride, jealousy, lust, discontent, and the favourite sins to which a person is most 

susceptible. In relationships amongst Christians, this conviction is seen in renewed efforts to 

correct longstanding sins such as bitterness, division, and a lack of forgiveness toward each 

other. In church communities, this conviction is seen in the decrease of complacency, self-
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reliance, racial prejudice, and an attitude of superiority to those outside the community. These 

deeply rooted sins are often confessed and forsaken when the Spirit works, thus producing 

the desired revitalisation amongst believers in the church community. 

Thus there is very often a consistent pattern in the Spirit's work. Church leaders and even 

members are empowered by the Holy Spirit to communicate the Word of Christ with 

sincerely and boldness (cf. Ac 4:31) and the Spirit uses this sincere witness of the Word to 

convict sinners - both believers and non-believers - of the truth about Christ, often leading to 

cases of personal regeneration and sometimes church revitalisation. The pattern of the Spirit's 

work is often not sensational - miraculous signs and wonders are not an indisputable sign that 

the Holy Spirit is present (Edwards 1994:54-110). The pattern is very often relational, since it 

involves the personal witness of the Word between people and since it leads to confession of 

sins that had formally promoted bitterness and division. The Spirit's work is always 

exclusively Christ-focused (Jn 16:13-15) and it is always God-glorifying. 

Since the Holy Spirit normally works in these ways, believers are wise to pattern their own 

methods after his divine movement. Many people have sought for a golden key in ministry, a 

perfected method that will produce the desired results quickly or almost effortlessly (cf. 

Wakely 2004:12-22). But this is a dangerous temptation based on a flawed understanding of 

the Spirit and his work. Often the result of golden key methodologies is that ministries 

become built on some other measure of success - very often on attendance numbers or other 

highly visible factors - and not on biblical evidence of spiritual revival and lasting church 

revitalisation. Church leaders must rather make every effort to pattern their ministry methods 

after the movement of the Spirit and to always seek consistency with his way of working. 

Thus church leaders are dependent on the Holy Spirit for his divine empowerment and 

sovereign blessing. They are limited and cannot by themselves produce the desired result of 

church revitalisation. They must rather keep in step with the Spirit by cooperating with his 

normal means of working and by doing what he is most likely to bless. With this 

methodology believers are mostly likely to see the desired results of spiritual revitalisation. 

  

Evidence: Signs of the Holy Spirit's presence 

The Holy Spirit is the divine agent who produces church revitalisation. He normally uses us 

as secondary human agents to communicate the Word of Christ through various modes of 

ministry. As we confess our dependence on the Holy Spirit and as we are faithful in ministry, 

he may sovereignly choose to work repentance and revitalisation in the church. Thus we are 

called to be co-workers of the Holy Spirit, as he is busy working for revitalisation 

individually in believers and collectively and communally in the whole church. 

The need for divine empowerment has already been considered, as well as the personal 

presence and power of the Holy Spirit in our ministries. The need to be grounded in, and to 

operate within biblical principles concerning the Spirit's work have been studied. The 

importance of patterning our ministry methods after the normal way the Spirit works was also 

indicated. The vital question in conclusion, therefore is how such a ministry will look in 

practice. What is the biblical evidence of spiritual church revitalisation and what are the sure 

signs of the Holy Spirit's presence in our ministry? 
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There is much talk today by many church leaders about the Spirit's presence, power, 

guidance, prophecy, blessing, et cetera. Consider, for example the sensational ministries of 

signs and wonders, contemporary healing ministries, and the abundance of deliverance 

ministries that all claim to be influenced by the Spirit of God. Many claim to be working in 

the power of the Holy Spirit, even whilst they are doing things that are clearly in 

contradiction with the Bible, the Word given to us by the Holy Spirit himself.17 

These various waves of charismatic renewal, however, should not cause church leaders to be 

afraid of building their ministries on biblical truths about the Holy Spirit. They should rather 

return to the Bible, with guidance by confessional documents and time-tested Pneumatology 

(cf. Goodwin 1996; Kuyper 1900; Owen 2004), to reassert a biblical doctrine of the Holy 

Spirit that seeks with great discernment to reject contemporary excess and to return again to 

the same sincere dependency on the Holy Spirit in ministry that was experienced for the first 

time by Early Church leaders (Ac 6:3; 11:24; 13:52; 1 Cor 2:1-5; 2 Cor 3; etc.). 

How then should one measures success in church revitalisation, assuming the sovereign role 

of the Holy Spirit? It is necessary in conclusion to reflect briefly on biblical evidences of the 

Spirit's presence in ministries. These evidences are touchstones for ministries - they serve as 

tests and criterion for determining the genuineness of church revitalisation. The following list 

is not exhaustive but serves only as a framework for personal reflection and discernment. 

Firstly, evidence of the Spirit's presence in church revitalisation is not necessarily 

measurable. We are often tempted to look at measurable factors such as average weekly 

attendance, the number of people accepting Christ, crowd size at various events, growth of 

ministry commitments, amount of money collected monthly or at events, published results in 

popular or academic media, the praise of man, and more other factors. But none of these are 

infallible measures of success in church revitalisation. They may indicate something good or 

bad about the methods, but there is no direct correlation between any of these and the 

sovereign work of the Holy Spirit. 

In 1944 Edwards, an American theologian used by God during the Great Awakenings, sternly 

cautions against using untrustworthy factors as evidence of spiritual success: 

It is strange how hardly men are brought to be contented with the rules and directions Christ 

has given them, but they must needs go by other rules of their own inventing that seem to 

them wiser and better. (p. 114)18 

Jesus says that the Spirit is like the wind, which is not detected physically and cannot be 

controlled (Jn 3:8). It should be no surprise, therefore, that tools for sociocultural analysis can 

only describe what the Spirit has done through us and cannot prescribe factors for any future 

success. Such thinking is the subtle flaw of American church growth principles that are more 

characterised by a so-called sanctified pragmatism than by the precise spiritual discernment 

of Jonathan Edwards. 

Secondly, the evidence of the Spirit's presence should be seen in the character and ministry of 

the minister and of the entire church leadership. Since church leaders are only cooperating in 

church revitalisation with the Spirit's divine work of renewal, it is of great importance that 

they are filled by the Holy Spirit. When the Spirit is at work in the church, usually the leaders 

of that church will be the first to display humble dependence on the Spirit's divine work and 

demonstrate signs of his presence in their lives such as authentic holiness,19 passion for 
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ministry (cf. Drummond 1992),20 and growth in spiritual gifts. The presence of the Holy 

Spirit is also experienced amongst the church leadership as unity in the truth, discernment 

and courage to deal with error, motivation to witness of Christ, and love for lost souls. 

Thirdly, evidence of the Spirit's presence for church revitalisation is seen individually in the 

character of church members and collectively in the whole body of the church. When the 

Spirit is present amongst the members, there will be an increased awareness of a hatred for 

sin and the underlying sinfulness. There will also be growth in grace and knowledge of Christ 

(2 Pt 3:18), which is usually most evident through increased motivation for personal holiness 

and for participation in ministry. When the Spirit is present within the whole church, 

believers will return from times of spiritual backsliding and others will experience renewed 

spiritual life and spiritual closeness with Christ. As Harry Reeder (quoted in Landry 2009) 

states: 

Transformed lives through the gospel of grace resulting in a testimony of the pre-eminence of 

Christ. The Holy Spirit will be at work and no one will be speaking about Him because his 

work is that everyone will be speaking of and proclaiming Christ. 

How then should church leaders work for the revitalisation of their churches? Since church 

revitalisation is ultimately the work of the Holy Spirit, they should first confess his 

sovereignty and learn to depend more consistently on him in their ministry. A life of personal 

and corporate prayer is often the best means to constantly train our minds to confess the 

Spirit's sovereignty in practical ways. They should analyse their ministry methods to ensure 

they are based on biblical principles and are consistent with a biblical doctrine of the Holy 

Spirit. As they wait for the Spirit's special presence and power, they should be busy using the 

means he has usually blessed in the past, viz. the clear and simple communication of the 

Word that usually leads to evangelical repentance and faith in Christ. As they confess their 

dependence on the Holy Spirit and as they are faithful in ministry, he may sovereignly choose 

to work repentance and revitalisation in the church. 

 Conclusion 

When you really study and meditate on all of the above ministries from the Holy Spirit, we 

are talking about something so profound and so powerful, that I think many Christians are 

missing what we have available to us from the Holy Spirit. 

If there is one thing that will get the Holy Spirit to move very strongly in some of the above 

areas, it has to be us seeking after this kind of heavier activity from Him. 

Again, we have covered many of these topics in some of our other articles. In many of these 

articles we have given you some good advice on how to get this seeking show going with the 

Lord so He will start to interact back with you in some of the above areas. 

Seek – and then you will find. Knock – and then the doors will be opened up for you. 
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But the reverse is also true. If you do not seek, then you will never find. I believe there are 

spiritual laws that are in operation in God’s kingdom, and if we do not put forth any effort to 

seek after God and all of His ways, then He is not going to be interacting back with us to any 

significant degree. 

In other words, the more you seek after God, the more He will come back and seek after 

you. 

And once the Lord starts showing Himself to you in a wide variety of ways, your life will 

never be the same again, as you will find out very quickly that God wants to walk, talk, 

and fellowship with you on an everyday basis. And this is where the real adventure in 

life is really at – in walking very close with the Lord and being willing to share your 

entire life with Him. 

Once you open yourself up to the Lord and start walking very closely with Him as you 

journey through this life, He will simply blow you away with how many times He will 

help you, guide you, and teach you, not to mention how He will start to mold and shape 

you into a better and more holy person through the sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit. 

And all of this kind of heavier activity can be given to you free of charge down here on this 

earth. You do not have to wait until you get to heaven to have the Holy Spirit release all of 

the above ministries in your life. It can all start right now, right where you are standing. 

Just go to God the Father in sincere and heart-felt prayer and ask Him to have His Holy Spirit 

start to release all of the above ministries into your life at a pace that you will be comfortable 

in working with. 

Tell God that you will work in cooperation with Him once He starts up this kind of activity in 

your everyday life. If you do, God will then take you very seriously and from there, He and 

His Spirit will start to slowly take you into some of the above ministries at a pace that He 

knows you will be able to comfortably handle. 

These different ministries of the Holy Spirit need to be taught to every single believer so they 

will know exactly what they have available to them from the Lord. These ministries of the 

Holy Spirit are powerful and life-changing, and they will completely alter the course of your 

life if you decide to embark on this supernatural journey with the Lord. 
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We need to exercise caution in the application of this passage because it applies directly to 

the eleven disciples, and indirectly to us. We are the benefactors of much that Jesus has 

foretold here, and which has subsequently come to pass. We will never face some of the 

things which the disciples did. We will never know the sense of loss and defeat that the 

disciples did when Jesus died on the cross of Calvary. Neither will we experience the relief 

and joy at seeing Jesus, raised from the dead (John 20:20). We will not be those through 

whom the gospel was defined and by whom the New Testament Scriptures were written. 

Nevertheless, while we are not apostles as these men were to become, we are His disciples, 

and thus this text applies to us as well. 
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